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ENCLOSURE 1

MFN 06-428

Response to Portion of NRC Request for

Additional Information Letter No. 43

Related to ESBWR Design Certification Application

Containment Fragility

RAI Numbers 6.2-96, 19.2-39, 19.2-40, 19.2-42, 19.2-43,
19.2-47, 19.2-48, 19.2-51, 19.2-52, 19.2-53, 19.2-54,

19.2-55, 19.2-66, 19.2-67 and 19.2-68
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NRC RAT 6.2-96

In ESBWR DCD Tier 2, rev 01, Section 6.2.5.4, which addresses 10 CFRS0.44(c) (5) -

Hydrogen Rule, GE states that the pressure capability of the containment's limiting
component is higher than the pressure (GE does not quantify this pressure) that results
from assuming 100% fuel clad-coolant reaction. Provide the following information:

a) the estimate of the internal pressure loading on the ESBWR containment structure,
assuming an "accident that releases hydrogen generated from 100 percent fuel
clad-coolant reaction accompanied by hydrogen burning. "

b) where the estimate is in response to question (a), above, documented in DOD Tier
2.

c) what the estimated temperature of the containment structure is at the time of this
event discussed in question (a).

d) a justification for the use of ambient temperature material properties, in the case
that the estimated temperature is higher than ambient temperature, or a revision to
the Service Level C pressure capabilities for each containment structural
component, consistent with its estimated structural temperature.

e) details of the analysis described in the last paragraph of ESB WR DOD Tier 2, rev
01, Section 6.2.5.4.2, for the concrete containment, "A nonlinear finite element
analysis of the containment concrete structure including liner plates is performed
for over-pressurization. " If the analysis is contained in another section of the DOD,
provide the reference.

])the estimate of the Level C pressure capability of the drywell head if evaluation of
instability is NOT included? Provide details of the calculation.

g) the estimate of the Level C pressure capability of the drywell head if the method of
Code Case N-284-1 (linear bifurcation buckling prediction, capacity reduction
factor for imperfections, capacity reduction factor for inelastic response, SF=1. 67
for Level C) is used, instead of DOD Tier 2, rev 01, Section 6.2.5.4.2, Eq. (6.2-2).
Provide details of the calculation.

GE Response

a) Burn of hydrogen was not considered because of inerting. There is residual oxygen
(--3%), but burning this makes the containment pressure lower. The concentration
is too low for detonation so no pressure is added, only heat. This amount of heat is
small compared with decay heat, so it can be effectively removed by the PCCS -

which is not at its heat removal limit 4 hours into the scenario (the earliest time of
core melt that was calculated).

b) It is not in Tier 2.
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c) Temperature is not relevant'because of the PCCS. The saturation temperature at
pressure should be used.

d) As a first stage, room temperature material properties were used in determining
Containment Ultimate Capacity and the results extrapolated for higher temperatures
(see NEDO-33201 Rev. 1 Table B.8-2, and response to RAI 19.2-45 and 46). In
addition, the way high, temperature Drywell Head material is considered is
explained in response to RAI 19.2-55.

A confirmatory analysis was performed taking into account high temperature effects
explicitly. The results are shown in response to RAI 19.2-47.

e) Details of the nonlinear finite element analysis of the containment concrete structure
performed for over-pressurization are contained in report 092-134-F-C-0004, which
is available for NRC review at GE San Jose offices.

f) The estimate of the Level C pressure capability of the drywell head excluding
instability is 1 .684MPa which is the pressure required to result in the primary
membrane stress equal to Service Level C allowable based on the ASME B&PV
Code Sec. 111, Subsection NE-3324.8(b). The details of calculation are described in
DC-OG-0052, "Structural Design Report for Containment Metal Components",
Revision 1, which is available for NRC review at GE San Jose offices.

g) The method of Code Case N-284- 1 is not used since evaluation of instability is not a
RG 1.7 Rev. 3 requirement for demonstration of containment structural integrity to
meet NE-3220, Service Level C Limits.

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.
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NRC RAI 19.2-39

In DCD Tier 2, Section 19.2.4, General Electric (GE) provides a containment performance
assessment for the ultimate pressure capability. This assessment was described in the
context of the containment pressure fragility estimates. However, it is the staff's
expectation that deterministic containment performance assessment addressing the criteria
in SECY 93-087 and 10 CFR 50.44(c) (5) be located in this section and the structural
calculations and assumptions need to be presented in Chapter 19 or in Section 3.8. All
relevant structural assessments of the critical elements necessary to maintain containment
performance and integrity, such as reinforced concrete containment structure, drywell
head and its connections, critical bellows and their connections, large diameter piping
connections, instrumentation or power supply penetrations should be described and
discussed in Chapter 19.

Provide the following information for the deterministic containment performance
assessment in this section.

a) A discussion -of the deterministic containment performance assessment of the
ultimate pressure capability of all relevant critical elements of containment
integrity and performance.

b) In order to ensure that the as-built plant implements the containment performance
as reviewed by the staff for the design certification, it is necessary to provide
essential details and drawings of critical sections of all critical components and
connections in the table of Inspection, Test, Analyses and Acceptance Criteria
(I TAA C) with clear statements related to as-procured engineering specifications,
certified as-built engineering reports, test data and results, walk down and
measurements of dimensions, as appropriate.

c) A discussion of how 10 CFR 50.44(c) (5) is met, and, if the issue is addressed in
other sections of the DCD Tier 2, provide a direct reference.

d) SECY-93-08 7 requires satisfaction of Service Level C limits, including
considerations of structural instability, for the more likely severe accident
challenges for approximately 24 hours following the onset of core damage under
the most likely severe accident challenges, and, following this period, the
containment should continue to provide a barrier against the uncontrolled release
offiss ion products. Provide.

1) a discussion of how the SECY-93-087 requirements are addressed in the GE
deterministic containment performance analysis, include any transient condition
in which the containment could be subjected to negative external pressure
caused by condensation of internal hot gases and,

2) the estimate of the Service Level C pressure capability of the ESBWR
containment and associated failure modes for the challenges discussed in
response to question (1) above.
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GE Response

a) PRA report NEDO-33201 Rev 1, Appendix B.8 contains evaluation of ultimate
pressure capability for all critical elements (concrete shell, drywell head, PCCS heat
exchangers, liner plates, and penetrations), along with the uncertainties in the
prediction of the failure pressure.

b) Inclusion of design details and drawings in ITAAC Tables is not warranted. DCD
Tier 1 ITAAC Table 2.15.1-1 already contains sufficient requirements to ensure that
the containment is built according to design configuration.

c) 10 CFR 50.44(c)(5) regulation is met following RG 1.7 Revision 3 requirements for
demonstration of containment structural integrity by meeting ASME Service Level
C/Factored Load Category limits. Service Level C pressure capability evaluation is
contained in DCD Section 6.2.5.4.2.

d) It is GE's understanding that the SECY-83-087 requirements are reflected in RG 1.7
Revision 3. The structural evaluation performed in accordance with RG 1.7 as
stated above also satisfies SECY-83-087.

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI
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NRC RAI 19.2-40

In DCD Tier 2, 6.2.5.4 and 19.2.4, respectively, GE provides a deterministic analysis and a
fragility analysis for the containment performance under internal pressurization. However,
neither information nor discussion of adequate anchorage of the drjyvell head into the top
concrete slab to ensure the anchorage capacity exceeds the load capacity of the drywell
head is provided in these sections. The design pressure for the ESB WR containment is 0. 31
MPa (45 psi); the stated Service Level C pressure capability for the drywell head is 1. 182
MPa (171 psi), which is about 4 times the design pressure. Provide the following
information:

a) In determining the Service Level C pressure capability for the drywell head, how
was the primary axial load path through the bolted flange closure (DCD Figure
3G. 1-S51, Detail B), to the anchored support cylinder (DCD Figure 3G. 1-5 1, Detail
C), and into the concrete evaluated?

b) Include in the DCD details of the calculation which demonstrates that the Service,
Level C pressure capability for the bolted flange closure, anchored support
cylinder, and supporting concrete exceeds 1. 182 MPa (171 psi), including: (1) a
description of the load transfer from the drywell head, through the bolted closure,
to the overall concrete upper slab, (2) the location and magnitude of the maximum
radial shear load due to internal pressure, (3) the location and magnitude of the
maximum shear stress in the concrete, (4) a discussion ofpotential leakage through
the bolted flange closure at 1. 182 MPa (171 psi) internal pressure; and (5) a
discussion of potential bolt failure due to combined axial tension and transverse
shear loading.

GE Response

a) The primary axial load of the drywell head under internal pressure is resisted by the
bolted flange closure in the form of bending, by the anchored support cylinder
through the lower flange and gusset plate in the form of bending and shear, and by
the concrete in the form of bearing.

b) The Service Level Cý pressure capability of the bolted flange closure, anchored
support cylinder and supporting concrete was evaluated by stress analysis under
internal pressure loading equal to 1.182 MPa, the controlling Service Level C
capability. The results are summarized in Tables 19.2-40(1) through (4). All
stresses satisfy Service Level C allowable based on the ASME B&PV Code Section
I1I, Subsection NE and CC; hence their Service Level C pressure capabilities are
higher than 1.182 MPa. The details of calculation are described in DE-ES-0024,
"Stress Analysis Report for Drywell Head under Severe Accident Condition",
Revision 1, which is available for NRC review at GE San Jose offices. It should be
noted that under internal pressure load, no transverse shear is developed in the
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flange bolts and no radial shear in the anchorage system. See response to RAI 19.2-
52 for potential leakage through the bolted flange closure.

Figure 3G. 1-51 of DCD Tier 2 Appendix 3G will be revised in the next update as
noted in the attached markup.

Table 19.2-40(1) Summary of Stress Evaluation for Flange
_________ __________unit: MPa

Condition Stress ] Result Limit
Level C SH 201 1.SSmc 227

SR 99 1 .OSmc 151
ST -24 L.OS=c 151

(SH+SR)/2 150 1.OSmc 151
______ (SH+ST)/2 89 1.OSm, 151

Table 19.2-40(2) Summary of Stress Evaluation for Flange Bolt
____ ___ __ _________ _________unit: MPaFCondition] Stress] Result Limit

Level C ] j 212 2.2S 439

Table 19.2-40(3) Summary of Stress Evaluation for Other Metal Parts
__________unit: MlPa

Evaluation Point Service Reut PL+Pb

Lower Flange Plate Level C 386 orSc 9or 1.8Smc
Gusset Plate of Lower Level C 334 orS, 9
Flange Plate or________ ________

Table 19.2-40(4) Summary of Stress Evaluation for Concrete Portion
unit : MPa

Evaluation
Point

Concrete Portion
near the Lower Flange Plate
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NRC RAT 19.2-42

What provision has GE made in the DCD to ensure that the containment structure
geometry, critical dimensions and details, and materials of construction will not be subject
to change without prior review and approval by the staff

GE Response

Critical sections will be identified in the next update of DCD Tier 2 as Tier 2* items which
will require NRC Staff approval prior to implementing a change.
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NRC RAI 19.2-43

In DCD Tier 2, Section 19.2.2.4, GE provides a brief summary of the seismic fragility
evaluation using the Zion method in NUREG/CR-23 00. However, the details of the
fragility results are presented in Section 15.0 of the PRA. These fragility results should be
included in this DCD section. Further, the seismic fragility results and the ultimate
containment pressure capability results should be adequately included in JTAAC tables of
DCD Tier 1. Provide the following information:

a) Include the seismic HCLPF values from Tables 15-1 through 15-13 of the ESBWR
PRA in DCD Tier 2, Section 19.2.2.4 and make appropriate entries into DCD Tier
1, ITAAC tables.

b) Also make appropriate entries into DCD Tier 1, JTAAC tables that address the
ultimate containment pressure capability results from both the deterministic and
fragility containment performance assessments.

GE Response

a) A summary of HCLPF margins is included in Table 19.2-4 of DCD Tier 2 Chapter
19 Rev. 1. Such information will not be included as ITAAC items in Tier 1 since
the existing ITAAC items for various SSCs will ensure that the plant has adequate
seismic margin beyond the design basis SSE due to the various conservatism
introduced in the normal design process.

b) Inclusion of ultimate containment pressure capability results in ITAAC Tables is
not warranted. DCD Tier 1 ITAAC Table 2.15.1-1 already contains sufficient
requirements to ensure that the containment is built according to design
configuration.

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.
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NRC RAI 19.2-47

In PRA Appendix B. 8.2. 1, GE provides an estimate of containment pressure capacity at 500
OF temperature. This estimate was based on an ANL study, which concluded that the
failure pressure for RCCV at temperatures up to 700YF was reduced by about 11% from
that predicted at ambient temperature, for pressure load alone. Provide:

a) a discussion of the applicability of the ANL study to the ESBWR containment.

b) a discussion of an estimate of the containment pressure capacity at 500 0F, if the
ANSYS model had been used (Repeat the ANSYS analysis with degraded material
properties at 500'F), and a comparison of the ANSYS analysis result for 500 OF with
the pressure capacity reduction estimate of 10% based on the ANL study.

c) a justi~fication for using 500'F, based on the NUREG-1540 analysis of Oyster Creek
drywell. This analysis considered an accident scenario where the uniform
temperature was 800 0F. Is 5O00F just "typical ", or is it the true maximum accident
temperature that needs to be considered? Does 500OF represent a creditable upper
bound to the temperature challenge?

d) a discussion of any available test data of containment pressure capacity at high
temperatures for containments similar to ESBWR.

GE Response

a) The cited ANL study considered an axisymmetric analytical model of the 1:6 scale
model of a reinforced concrete containment structure tested for over-pressurization
capacity at Sandia National Labs. The axisymmetric model used in the study was
based on a "clean" slice through the structure away from penetrations and thus
considered a global failure mode of the RCCV, namely failure of the hoop rebar at
mid-height of the barrel. Comparative analyses were considered for increasing
internal pressure at ambient temperature (70 OF everywhere) and for 3 thermal
conditions; steady state temperature distributions (linear through the wall thickness)
with the liner at 400 OF and at 700 OF, and a simulated transient condition (bilinear
temperature distribution through the wall) with the liner at 700 OF. The analyses
showed that the internal pressure that would cause failure of the hoop rebar splices
dropped from 185 psig for ambient temperatures to 165 psig for the700 OF steady
state condition. Note that the tested specimen did not fail in this global failure
mode, but rather reached a limit of 145 psig when liner tears prevented further
pressurization in a "leak before burst" mode. The lowest failure pressure in the
ANL study corresponded to the steady state thermal condition with 700 OF liner
temperature because the rebar had about 23% degradation in ultimate strength due
to the higher penetration of temperatures into the RCCV wall. The ANL study
concluded that the global failure mode for over-pressurization would not change
due to the associated thermal conditions, and that the reduction in capacity is
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mainly associated with material property degradation at temperature. For the mode
of failure considered in the ANL study, the capacity was governed by the ultimate
strength of the hoop rebar and splices.

The results are applicable to the ESBWR analyses provided in Appendix B.8.2.1
because they are applied in a consistent manner. This static capacity analysis is
based on an axisymmetric model for the global failure of the RCCV. The capacity
of the RCCV is not expected to be the limiting capacity of the ESBWR primary
containment system, and the mode of this global failure under internal pressure is
not expected to change with temperature. While the failure mode in the
axisymmetric model for the ESBWR is found to be section shear capacity at a
horizontal floor connection (rather than hoop rebar capacity), a similar reduction in
capacity due to concrete and rebar property degradation at temperature was deemed
appropriate. Some conservatism is included in adapting the 10% reduction in
pressure capacity at elevated temperature from the ANL study to the ESBWR
axisymmetric global analysis. The ANL study found an 11I% reduction at 700 'F,
whereas the ESBWR analysis considers a 10% reduction for a 500 'F condition. In
addition, for the section shear capacity failure mode, the thermal loading also has a
counteracting effect to the material property degradation. Any additional
compressive stress acting on the section due to restraint against thermal expansion
will increase the shear capacity of the section.

b) To better assess the true pressure capacity of the RCCV and the effects of
temperature on this capacity for the ESBWR containment system, an independent
and a more detailed analysis using 3D modeling is performed. This analysis
employs the ANACAP-U concrete and steel model coupled to the ABAQUS
general purpose finite element program, and is based on the modeling performed
for the thermal stress analysis of the LOCA conditions as part of the design basis.
Thermal-stress analyses are performed for a half-symmetric, 3D model for the
RCCV and reactor building using temperature dependent material properties. As a
best estimate calculation, this analysis is based on median or expected values of
material properties. This 3D model is better equipped to capture the non-
axisymmetric configuration of the top slab and upper pools. The pressure capacity
is determined for normal operating thermal conditions and then for the 500 'F
accident condition case using a steady state temperature distribution with the
drywell liner temperature increased to 500 'F. The wet well is considered to have a
3 psi differential (lower) pressure than the drywell and with a temperature
corresponding to that of saturated water vapor at that pressure in the suppression
pool.

Figures 19.2-47(1) and 19.2-47(2) plot the temperature contours for the normal
operating condition and for the 500 'F condition, respectively, to illustrate the
modeling. Figures 19.2-47(3) and 19.2-47(4) plot contours for the maximum
principal strains in the concrete (with steel liners removed) with deformations
magnified by 10 at an internal pressure of 4 times the design pressure for the normal
operating and 500 'F cases, respectively. These figures illustrate the deformation
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patterns and that the critical location for pressure capacity of the RCCV is at the
connection of the top slab to the upper drywell wall. Cracking damage and trauma
in the upper pool girders are also evident in the figures. It is found that the pressure
capacity of the RCCV component of the primary containment system is limited by
shear failure in the pool girders that span the top slab. This loss of structural
integrity in these girders will then lead to rapid failure of the containment boundary
at the connection of the RCCV wall to the top slab. For normal operating
conditions, shear failure in the pool girders occurs at an internal pressure of 2.135
MPa or 6.88 times design pressure. For the 500 OF accident condition, the pool
girders fail in shear at an internal pressure of 1.915 MPa or 6.17 times design
pressure. Note that the mode of failure does not change because of the elevated
temperatures, and that the reduction in the pressure capacity due to temperature is
about 10%. This confirms that the 10% reduction factor used in the ANSYS
analysis is appropriate.

c) The design envelope for temperature, which is a bound on possible maximum
anticipated temperatures, during a LOCA includes an initial spike to 171 0C (340
OF) and a long term temperature of 150 'C (302 OF). The best estimate temperature
history for a large break leading to DCH conditions, see response to RAI 19.2-
57(1), considers a temperature spike of -1600 'C lasting only a few seconds, with a
long term equilibrium temperature of about 200 'C (392 OF). Based on these severe
accident temperature histories, the steady state temperature distribution with the
liner at 500 OF is considered a representative maximum accident temperature
distribution with regards to the containment pressure capacity. The pressure
capacity for the RCCV is most affected when temperatures penetrate well into the
wall depth because the strength reduction is most affected by material degradation
at elevated temperature. Even a much higher temperature spike that lasts only a
few seconds will have little effect on the pressure capacity because the temperatures
within the RCCV wall are not affected. Note that in the ANL study, the pressure
capacity for the 700 OF transient thermal distribution case was higher than the 400
OF steady state distribution case.

d) We are unaware of any available test data for containment pressure capacity at high
temperatures for containments similar to ESBWR. However, refer to response to
RAI 19.2-4 1 c) for some discussion of available test data for containment pressure
capacity at ambient temperature relative to the ESBWR containment design.

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.
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Temperatures *C
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Figure 19.2-47(1) Temperature Distributions for Normal Operating Thermal Conditions
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Figure 19.2-47(2) Temperature Distributions for 500 OF Thermal Conditions
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NRC RAI 19.2-48

In PRA Appendix B. 8.2.1.2, GE presents the results of its analysis for estimating the
ultimate pressure capacity for the drywell head at 500 0F. Failure of the drywell head is
either by buckling (elastic or inelastic) in the knuckle (toroidal) region or rupture due to
tensile strains approaching the material ultimate strain limit. GE's analysis relies on the
use of two (2) approximate equations. GE claims that the Shield and Drucker equation
(B. 8-1) addresses plastic yielding, and the Galletly equation (B. 8-3) addresses buckling.
Please address the following:

a) The staff noted that the Shield and Drucker equation (B.8-1) and the Galletly
equation (B. 8-3) give essentially identical results. Using the geometric parameters
from DCD Figure 3G.1-51, equation (B.8-1) predicts 0.005156 Sy and equation
(B. 8-3) predicts 0.00503 Sy. The staff also noted that both equations include the
yield strength, but not the elastic or tangent modulus. It is unclear to the staff that
these equations consider 2 different and distinct modes offailure. GE is requested
to submit the 2 referenced papers for staff review, and to provide additional
documentation in the DCD that supports its claims.

b) GE has compared the Galletly equation (B. 8-3), taken from Reference B. 8-3, to "all
known test results (43 in total)" taken from Reference B. 8-2. Reference B. 8-2 is
dated June 1961. This reference also contains the Shield and Drucker equation
(B. 8-1). GE is requested to submit the test data used, including geometry and
materials of the test specimens, and to confirm that there is no new test data
available on failure of torispherical heads since this compilation in 1961.

c) The first step in accessing the applicability of the test results to the ESBWR drywell
head is to compare the key geometric ratios tested and the materials tested to the
ESBWR drywell head parameters, to ensure inclusion in the test database. If
included, then the factor of conservatism should be developed using only the subset
of test data that applies to the ESBWR drywell head. If excluded, then there is no
basis to develop a factor of conservatism based on this test data. The staff noted
that in PRA Figure B. 8-2, it appears that the highest ratio of predicted pressure to
yield strength for any of the test specimens is about 0.0026. For the ESBWR
drywell head, this ratio is 0. 00503. GE is requested to provide its technical
justification why this test data is applicable to the ESBWR drywell head.

d) Explain how the Reference B. 8-2 test data was used to develop and/or correlate
with the Shield and Drucker equation (B.8-1), which is presented in the same
reference.

e) In the absence of buckling in the elastic stress range, the actual failure mode will
likely be either gross yielding at the apex of the head or inelastic buckling in the
knuckle region, depending on the specific material plastic behavior and the
geometric parameters of the torispherical head As the material yields at loads
above the elastic limit, the stiffness is reduced due to a decrease in the tangent
modulus. For mild steels, exhibiting a pronounced yield point and plateau up to
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about 3% strain, a buckling instability in the knuckle region, in the presence of a
compressive stress field, would be expected. However, there may be residual post
buckling strength because the stress field in the head is predominantly tensile. GE
has relied on simple semi-empirical formulas to predict the ultimate pressure
capacity of the limiting structural element of the containment. There is a long
history of study of failure of torispherical heads under internal pressure. Many
options exist for conducting computer-based numerical analysis, including
consideration of inelastic behavior, buckling failure, and even post-buckling
behavior. GE is requested to discuss the correlation between the semi-empirical
equations used and available numerical analysis methods (e.g., BOSORS) in
estimating the ultimate pressure capacity of the ESB WR drywell head

j)At the end of PRA Section B. 8.2.1.2, in the comparison offailure pressures between
the plastic yielding failure and buckling, the pressure for the buckling failure mode
was estimated based on a best estimate value (factor of 2.27 applied to Equation
B. 8-3), while the plastic yielding failure pressure was computed directly from
Equation (B.8-1). Discuss whether Equation (B.8-1) was intended for design
purposes, and represents a lower-bound prediction, or if it is considered to be a
best-estimate prediction. If it is intended to be a lower-bound prediction, explain
the technical basis for the comparison of the lower bound yield pressure with the
best estimate (median) buckling pressure.

GE Response

a) The requested papers are attached in response to this RAI.

b) Reference B.8-2 is attached to this RAI. As stated in NEDO-33201 Rev. 1, the
Galletly equation (B.8-3) and the 43 cited results are based on References B.8-3,
B.8-4 and B-.8-5 dated November 1986, August 1979 and August 1985,
respectively. All these papers were published well after June 1961.

c) The Galletly equation B.8-3 was developed to prevent internal pressure buckling
(unsymmetric buckling mode) in fabricated carbon steel or stainless steel
torispheres. That effect occurs typically for D/t ratios greater than 400 or 500 (D is
the diameter of the attached cylinder, and t the thickness of torispherical shell). The
ESBWR design has a D/t ratio equal to 260, well below 400 (the material is SA-516
Gr. 70 with clad).

The Galletly equation is checked in Reference B.8-3 against 44 experimental
buckling tests. The key geometric ratios tested were; D from 1.35 m to 20.3 m, D/t
from 373 to 2,325, r/D from 0.04 to 0.173, and Rs/D from 0.72 to 1.10. In addition,
yield points ranged from 197 Nmn2 to 293 N/mm 2 (r is the radius of the cylindrical
shell, and Rs the radius of the spherical cap).

The actual values for the ESBWR drywell head are: D = 10.4 m, D/t = 260, rID
0.173, and Rs/D = 0.90 and yield point equal to 260 N/mm2. All the ratios are
within the range of applicability, with the exception of D/t ratio, which is slightly
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out of the range of the tested geometry ratios, but conservatively so (more
thickness).

Accordingly, PRA Figure B.8-2 is not the range of applicability of the equation.
This means only that the predicted yield pressure and the tested yield pressure are in
relation 1 to 1.5 as a lower bound.

As for the applicability of the Shield-Drucker equation B.8-1, it was derived in
accordance to Reference B.8-2, for values of r/D between 0.06 and 0.16, Rs/D
between 0.6 and 1.0, t/D between 0.002 and 0.014 and HID between 0.16 and 0.28
(H is the height of the non-cylinder-shaped part of the head). Again, all the ESBWR
ratios are within the range, with the exception of r/D (=0. 173), which is slightly out
of the range, but conservatively, as shown in References B.8-2 figures. The
ESBWR H/D ratio is 0.249.

d) See attached Reference B.8-2 for details on the developing of Equation B.8-1
(Shield and Drucker).

e) BOSOR 5 computer program was already used to develop the Galletly equation as
stated in References B.8-4 and compared to available data (Reference B.8-5) Note
that they yield a reasonable agreement.

f) Shield and Drucker formula B.8-1 is considered a best-estimate prediction for
plastic yielding. Some comparisons between the Shield-Drucker formula and
average of upper and lower bounds on limit pressures can be found in Reference
B.8-2. They show a good agreement with data. Accordingly, Shield-Drucker
formula B.8-1 is considered a best-estimate prediction and its result can be
compared to that from 2.27 times the Galletly equation value (best-estimate for
buckling pressure).

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.
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NRC RAT 19.2-51

In PRA Appendix B. 8.2.2. 1, GE stated that the thermal induced loading would not pose a
challenge to liner buckling since the increase in internal pressure could be much faster
than the heat conduction through the containment wall for the typical temperature load
(GE stated that the representative severe accident temperature for the ESBWR containment
is 500 0F). However, a postulated direct containment heating (DCH) event could induce
much higher temperature than 500'F within a short period of time due to particle
entrainment. In PRA, Section 2 1.3.4.5, GE stated that strains in liners due to DCH induced
thermal stresses are about 8% (which could be considered high for carbon steels).
Provide:

a) a description of the characteristics of a DCH induced temperature load in liners
above 500Y;*

b) a discussion of the possible DCH induced thermal load build-up before the build-up
of internal pressure sufficient to prevent the thermal induced buckling in liners;

c) a discussion of liner materials to sustain high strains, especially near penetrations;

d) discussion of thermal induced local liner tearing, including any test data if
available.

GE Response

a)& b) Detailed analysis of DCH is described in Section 21.3 of NEDO-33201 Rev 1.
A discussion on DCH induced temperature loads is also presented in the
response to RAI 19.2-57 and a resulting drywell temperature history is shown
Figure 19.2-57(1). The associated drywell pressure history is shown in Figure
19.2-51(1). Detailed model calculation presented in NEDO-33201 Rev 1
Section 21.3 and related physical understanding show that in a hypothetical
DCH event the pressure and temperature transients in the upper drywell and
the wet-well atmospheres would develop in tandem, with the pressure
transient "'leading the way". Note that in the lower drywell we assume
localized liner failure due to direct contact with the melt.

c) The liner material used in the ESBWR containment is SA-516 Gr. 70 carbon steel,
which has a long history of application as a liner material in reinforced concrete
containment designs where the design requirement is to provide a strong, ductile
material as the leak tight boundary for the concrete. This material has a specified
minimum elongation of 17% at room temperature, and the expected median value
will be 20%. While no specific elongation data on A516 Grade 70 at high
temperature has been found, the available data indicates that for temperatures over
800 'F, the ductility of carbon steel increases significantly. Figure 19.2-51(2)
illustrates median data for A36 structural steel, developed from testing on steel
taken from the World Trade Center [Ref 1], and median data for SA533 pressure
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vessel steel from testing following the Three Mile Island accident [Ref 2]. Based
on this data, the expected median elongation of A5 16 steel would be about 39% at
temperatures around 1 100 'F.

To evaluate calculated strains from finite element analyses against material
elongation data for tearing, two additional factors must be considered. First, the
actual ductility of the material depends on the biaxial or triaxial state of stress, so
that the elongation data from uniaxial tension tests must be reduced to account for
the biaxial loading in the liner. For liner connections with thickened plates at
penetrations, where tearing is likely to occur, the ductility is generally taken as
60% of the uniaxial elongation data. This assumes that the material is in biaxial
tension where the hoop direction is 2 times the axial direction, i.e. pressure
loading for the barrel portion of the containment. Secondly, the calculated strains
must be factored to account for strain concentrations that are not captured by the
mesh at these types of connections. This factor depends on the fidelity of the
mesh and the refinement detail of the model. For global, axisymmetric type
models, a factor of 10- 15 on the far field liner strain is needed to estimate the local
strain in the liner at a penetration. For 3D global models that include some
representation of the penetration, a factor of 4 to 5 on the calculated liner strain
near the penetration of interest is sufficient to establish the peak local strain. For
detailed local models that include the connection of interest, a factor of 1.5 to 2 is
generally appropriate.

For the liner buckling model described in Section 21.3.4.5 of NEDO-33201 Rev
1, the peak strain occurs midway between the anchor studs remote from any
connection or discontinuity, and the modeling has good mesh refinement. Thus,
the calculated strain of about 8% could be compared to the expected ductility of
about 23% under biaxial loading at elevated temperature. This shows a large
margin against tearing. However, the reported calculation is not representative of
the liner anchorage configuration specified for the ESBWR. The referenced
calculation assumes the liner is anchored with studs, whereas the ESBWR
anchorage design is for continuous vertical T stiffeners spaced 50 cm apart.

Thus, a detailed local model for the liner, T anchors, and thickened plate near a
representative equipment hatch for the ESBWR design was developed to evaluate
strain and possible tearing near the penetration under hypothetical DCH
conditions. This model is a sub-model from a local model of the penetration and
portion of the RCCV wall that is currently being used to further assess the
capacity of the containment system to internal pressure. Figure 19.2-51(3)
illustrates the local model of the penetration and RCCV wall, and Figure 19.2-
51(4) illustrates the more detailed local model of the liner and anchorage system.
This model takes boundary conditions along the cut surfaces from the local
penetration model (Figure 19.2-51(3)), and the local penetration model takes its
boundary conditions from a global model of the ESBWR primary containment
system. The temperature and pressure histories, representative of a large break
DCH condition, are used to evaluate liner strains near the equipment hatch
penetration under DCH conditions. The temperature history used is provided as
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Figure 19.2-57(1). The associated drywell pressure history is shown in Figure
19.2-51(1). The models are initialized to steady state operating conditions, and a
nonlinear, dynamic thermal stress analysis is performed using the temperature and
pressure transients. Figure 19.2-51(5) plots contours for the effective plastic
strains in the liner at the time of peak temperature when the temperature on the
inside surface of the liner is 1629 'C. This figure shows that general yielding is
widespread in the liner due to the high compressive stresses with somewhat larger
plastic strains along the connections of the liner with the T-anchors. Also, clearly,
the highest plastic deformations occur around the connection of the liner with the
thickened plate at the penetration with peak plastic strains of 4%. Considering a
strain concentration factor of 2 for the mesh refinement used, the calculated
strains are well within the ductility of 23% for the liner at the elevated
temperature. Furthermore, a check of the principal membrane stresses shows that
the material is yielding in compression. Membrane tension is needed before liner
plates will tear. Therefore, liner tearing at the penetration will not develop under
this DCH condition.

d) The expected performance of the ESBWR liner and anchorage system can also be
illustrated based on full-scale test data as described below.

Full scale testing of a steel lined RCCV wall was performed in Japan [Ref 3] to
evaluate the liner and anchorage performance under LOCA conditions in
association with the ABWR design. The liner and anchorage design for the
ABWR is the same as that for the ESBWR, namely 6.4 mm thick A516 Grade 70
steel liner plate attached to vertical T-bar embedded anchors 50 cm apart. A
section of a 2 m thick concrete wall and a liner anchored with vertical T sections
were tested by heating the liner to 171 'C for 6 hours as representative of LOCA
conditions. The test was performed with the liner unconstrained for out-of-plane
deformation and also for cases where the liner is pressed against the concrete wall.
These tests showed bulging of the liner between the anchors under the elevated
temperatures. A maximum bulge at the midspan of the liner between anchors of 6
to 13 mm was found for the unconstrained cases, and a maximum bulging of only
2-3 mm was found for the constrained cases. Moreover, for the unconstrained
case having 13 mm bulging at temperature, the maximum bulge between
stiffeners was only 3.4 mm after the liner cooled back down. This implies that the
bulging causes some plastic deformation under the thermal induced compressive
load, suffici ent to prevent the liner from fully returning to the original
configuration (no pressure on liner). However, the recovery was significant,
indicating a good margin against tearing, and, indeed, no tearing of the liner was
found in these tests.

For the DCH conditions, a much higher temperature spike would be anticipated,
but this spike occurs and dissipates within a few seconds, as illustrated in 19.2-
57(1). The longer-term temperature for the DCH condition is about 200 'C,
which is very similar to the LOCA conditions that were tested. In addition, at the
high temperatures, the material softens considerably, which means that it develops
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less thermal stress and is more easily flattened against the concrete by the internal
pressure. The pressure and temperature transients would develop in tandem, and
the liner experiences two counteracting effects under the DCH conditions,
namely, in-plane compression due to restrained thermal expansion, and in plane
tension (limited by the RCCV wall) due to internal pressure, which acts to push
the liner against the concrete wall. Consequently, thermal induced compressive
yielding and bulging of the liner away from the wall is anticipated, but local liner
tearing is unlikely to occur under the hypothetical DCH conditions.

References

1 . NIST NCSTAR 1-3D3, "Mechanical Properties of Structural Steels," Federal Building
and Fire Safety Investigation of the World Trade Center Disaster, National Institute of
Standards and Technology, Washington, D. C. September 2005.
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NRC RAI 19.2-52

In PRA, Revision 1, Appendix B.8.2.2.2, GE used a Sandia-proposed springback for
leakage prevention at seals. According to PRA, Revision 0, Section 8.2.1.3, the allowable
technical specification leakage is 0.5% of containment air volume per day at rated
pressure. GE further stated in the same section that based on AMAP test runs, the effective
flow area required to allow 0.5% of the containment air volume to leak per day at design
pressure is approximately 3.4E-6 m2 (3.4 mm2). However, in PRA, Revision 1, Appendix
B.8.2.2.2, GE estimated that the seal gaps for the drywell head and both drywell and
wetwell hatches exceed the springback limit and possibly have a flow area greater than the
allowable technical specification leakage area. Provide justi~fication for the statement that
the resulting maximum gap of 0. 0 77 mmn is deemed small.

GE Response

Bolted flanges of the drywell head, drywell and wetwell hatches have been strengthened to
achieve no leakage potential under severe accidents for pressures up to the containment
ultimate capability pressure. This is an example of design improvement resulting from
PRA insights. PRA report Sections B8, B8.2.2.2 and B.8.2.3 will be revised in the next
update as shown in the attached markups.

In addition, Figures 3G.1-51 through 3G.1-53 of DCD Tier 2 Appendix 3G will be revised
in the next update as noted in the attached markup.
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NRC RAI 19.2-53

In PRA, Revision 0, Section 8. 1, GE stated that "However, for source term calculations,
leakage in terms of leak areas is conservatively estimated for pressures below the
capability pressure. " However, Section 8.1.2.2 "Leakage Potential" seems to conclude that
the leakage potential for the liner and penetrations is negligible. Explain the apparent
discrepancy.

GE Response

The statement "However, for source term calculations, leakage in terms of leak areas is
conservatively estimated for pressures below capability pressure" has been deleted from
Section B.8 in Rev. I of PRA report.

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.
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NRC RAI 19.2-54

In PRA, Appendix B. 8.3, GE treated the failure pressure due to plastic failure mode
calculated using Equation (B.8-10) as a median value. Provide justification for this
judgement, including a description of the development of this equation, assumptions used,
stress-strain relation assumed, and magnitude of failure strain, as well as test data
available to support the median failure pressure capacity estimate.

GE Response

The paper [19.2-54(1)] from which PRA Equation (B.8-10) was taken, came up with a
formulation to account for internal buckling pressure and axisymmetric yielding pressure
for perfect torispherical shells in the range; Rs/D =1.0 and 0.8, r/D =0.05-0.20, D/t=300-
1500, yield point =207 N/mm2, 310 N/mm2, 414 N/mm2 and E =207,000 N/mm2,
(conservatively bounding the ESBWR drywell head characteristics).

The authors made a series of calculations using BOSOR 5 computer program, to determine
the values of both failure modes, which were then transformed, using curve-fitting
techniques, into simple approximate equations. The approximate equation on axisymmetric
yielding failure is PRA Equation (B.8-10).

Among others, a comparison was carried out there, between the suggested formula PRA
(B.8-10) and the Drucker-Shield equation (PRA Equation (B.8-1), both dealing with
axisymmetric yielding failure mode). It was found that Drucker-Shield equation leads to
higher values (between 1.2 and 1.8 times). This is the reason to consider Drucker-Shield
PRA Equation (B.8-1) as a best estimate, and PRA Equation (B.8-10) as median.

There are no stress-strain information or failure strain data available in the available paper.

Reference 19.2-54 (1):

Galletly, G.D., and Blachnut, J., Torispherical Shells Under Internal Pressure - Failure Due
to Asymmetric Plastic Buckling or Axisymmetric Yielding, Proc. of Institution of Mech.
Engineers, Vol. 199, No C3, 1985.

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI.
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NRC RAI 19.2-55

In PRA, Appendix B. 8.3, GE described the development of a containment pressure capacity
fragility curve using a lognormal distribution. Confirm that this fragility is developed for
500'F and it also bounds the ambient temperature.

Also provide a detailed description of the ultimate pressure capacity estimates for 1 000'F
as shown in Table B. 8-2, including material models at 1 0000F for both concrete and steels.

GE Response

The containment pressure capacity fragility curve is developed for 500'F and
conservatively covers the ambient temperature. Temperature effects are taken into account
by means of the yield strength variation with temperature.

Refer to response of RAI 19.2-46 for details on calculation of RCCV ultimate pressure
capacity at 1000'F. Refer also to RAI 19.2-47 about the confirmatory analysis for the effect
of temperature.

No DCD changes will be made in response to this RAI
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NRC RAT 19.2-66

In PRA, Revision 0, Section 15.1.3. 1. 1, GE described a method for calculating the ultimate
shear strength of reinforced shear walls. This method utilizes the Barda Equation, which
applies to low rise flat reinforced concrete shear walls with the height/length Wh1) ratio less
than two. According to studies (Figure C4.2-1 of ASCE 43-05), which compared the Barda
Equation with test data for shear walls with different aspect ratios (h/l), the Barda equation
gives results that are consistent with the median of the test data, when code-specified
minimum material strengths are used in the equation.

However, GE stated that in computing ultimate shear strength with this equation, the
median material strengths of the concrete and reinforcing steel are used. This appears to
double count for the material strengths, since the Barda Equation has already taken the
median effect into consideration.

Provide justification for applying median values of material strengths in the Barda
Equation for the ultimate shear strength of reinforced concreted shear walls.

GE Response

Note that the Barda equation uses actual properties of material and not code-specified
minimum strength. Therefore, the use of median material strengths is correct when
applying the Barda equation.

However, the associated strength factors will be updated as necessary in the HCLPF
reevaluation due to the revision of the design spectra definition as mentioned in response to
RAI 19.2-67.
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NRC RAT 19.2-67

In PRA, Revision 0, Section 15.1.3. 1. 1, GE described a method for calculating the ultimate
shear strength of reinforced shear walls. GE also described the shear strength calculation
for the reactor building as an example. In Table 15-3, GE presented the seismic fragility
for containment walls, and the governing failure is described as the lower wall with shear
failure mode. GE did not describe the detailed analysis for containment walls, which have
cylindrical geometry (Note that the Barda et al. equation does not apply to this geometry).
Provide the following information.

a) Provide a detailed description of the calculation for the strength factor for the
reinforced concrete containment, including assumptions and data applied

b) Provide a description of criteria used for the ultimate strength determination for
both shear and flexural modes offailure of the reinforced concrete containment.

c) Provide the containment HCLPF value in terms of spectral acceleration, and the
fundamental frequency of the reinforced concrete containment structure.

GE Response

As a result of the single envelop revision to the design spectra for the ESBWR, revision of
the results for the fragilities will be submitted in the next revision of the DCD.

a) To calculate the strength factor for the RCCV the SSE stresses calculated from the
finite element stress analysis were used. Depending on the failure mode that
controls, the appropriate ultimate capacity is used to establish the strength factor as
a ratio of the demand to the capability.

b) Methods of calculating ultimate capacity follows the guidance in EPRI-6041
document for containment structures. Tangential shear capacity guidance is
obtained from Appendix N of the same EPRI report.

The containment HCLPF in terms of spectral acceleration will be provided in the planned
revision described above due to changes in the generic spectra shape.
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NRC RAI 19.2-68

In PRA, Revision 0, Section 15.1.3, GE used a fragility method for calculating structural
HCLPFs, based on scaling the design seismic response with safety factors and associated
aleatory and epistemic uncertainty values. The determination of these uncertainty values
typically requires substantial subjective inputs as compared to the deterministic
engineering approach such as CDFM (Conservative Deterministic Failure Margin).

Provide a discussion of the selection and basis for the aleatory and epistemic uncertainty
values in Table 15-3 used for the RCC VHCLPF calculation.

GE Response

The selection of aleatory and epistemic uncertainty values follows the guidance in EPRI
Report TR 103959s. The values will be updated as necessary in the HCLPF re-evaluation
due to the revision of the design spectra definition as mentioned in response to RAI 19.2-
67.
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B.8 CONTAINMENT ULTIMATE STRENGTH

This section describes the analysis and evaluation used to estimate the containment internal
pressure capability and associated failure mode and location. The ultimate pressure capability of
the containment structure is limited by the drywell head whose failure mode is plastic yielding of
the torispherical dome. The pressure capability is 1.204 MPa gauge at 533K (500'F). It is a
typical temperature for most severe accident sequences. The containment is conservatively
assumed to depressurize rapidly when the pressure capability is reached. No leakage through
penetrations is anticipated before the capability pressure is reached.

The primary function of the containment structure is to serve as the principal barrier to control
potential fission product releases. The design basis event for this function is a postulated loss-of-
coolant accident (LOCA). Based on this functional requirement, the containment pressure vessel
is designed to withstand the maximum pressure and temperature conditions which would occur
during a postulated LOCA. The ESBWR containment system employs pressure suppression,
which allows a design pressure of 0.3 10 MPa and a design temperature of 444'K (340'F) for the
primary containment pressure vessel. In addition, the suppression pool retains fission products
that could be released -in the event of an accident. In this section the capability of the
containment structural system of the ESBWR standard plant to resist potentially higher internal
pressures and temperatures associated with severe accidents is evaluated.

Primary containment, also referred to as "RCCV" for reinforced concrete containment vessel, is
a cylindrical structure of steel-lined reinforced concrete. The containment is integrated with the
reactor building (RB) walls from the basemat up to the elevation of the containment top slab.
The top slab, together with pool girders and building walls, form the IC/PCCS pools and the
services pools for storage of Dryer/Separator, fuel handling, new fuel storage and other uses.
The elevation view of the reactor building/containment structural system along 00'I1800 direction
is shown in Figure B.8-1. The containment is divided by the diaphragm floor and the vent wall
into a drywell chamber and a suppression chamber or wetwell chamber. The drywell chamber
above the diaphragm floor is called the upper drywell (U/D). The drywell chamber enclosed by
the RPV support pedestal (a part of RCCV) beneath the RPV is called the lower drywell (LID).
The major penetrations in the containment wall include:

(1) Drywell head

(2) The upper drywell equipment and personnel hatches at azimuth 307' and 520

(3) The lower drywell personnel and equipment hatches at azimuth 00 and 180'

(4) The wetwell hatch at azimuth 115'

(5) The main steam and feedwater pipe penetrations at the level of the steam tunnel

Additional detail of the containment design is provided in Section 4.0.

The pressure boundary of the containment structure consists of the reinforced concrete
containment vessel (RCCV) and the steel drywell head. The structural integrity of the RCCV is
investigated for its global strength under internal pressure beyond the design basis using the
ANSYS computer program, which is based on the nonlinear finite element method of analysis
for 3D reinforced concrete structures. During various severe accident conditions, the ESBWR

B.8-1
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containment could also be challenged by high temperatures with a typical temperature of 533'K
(500'F) for most accident sequences). At typical accident temperature of 533'K (500'F), the
controlling pressure capability is 1.204 MPa associated with the plastic yielding of the drywell
head.

In order to evaluate liner response to over-pressurization, liner plates are included in the ANSYS
analysis. The analysis results show that the liner strains are much smaller than the ASME code
allowable for factory load category when the internal pressure is as high as 1.468 MPa. A
separate evaluation further demonstrates that at the governing containment failure pressure of
1.204 MPa at 533'K (500'F), the liner and anchor system will maintain its structural integrity
and no liner tearing will occur.

No leakage potential through penetrations is expected.

In conclusion, the ultimate pressure capability is limited by the drywell head. The postulated
failure mechanism is the plastic yield of the drywell head. The pressure capability is 1.204 MPa
gauge at 533'K (500'F). The pressure capability evaluation described above is based on the
deterministic approach. The uncertainties associated with the failure pressure are assessed in
Section B.8-3.

B.8.1 RCCV NON-LINEAR ANALYSIS

This subsection describes the non-linear analysis performed for the reinforced concrete
containment vessel (RCCV) of the ESBWR Standard Plant. Computer code ANSYS was used
for evaluation of the RCCV.

B.8.1.1 Finite Element (FE) Model Description

The containment and the containment internal structures (excluding GDCS pools structures) are
axi-symmetric while the RCCV top slab together with the reinforced concrete girders even
though not axi-symmetric, are idealized and included in the axi-symmetrical model. Solid
elements are used to represent the girders at the top of the RCCV, approximating the stiffness of
the actual structure from a detailed model of the walls and slabs in the upper pools.

To represent the restraining effects of the floors outside the containment, horizontal restraining
slabs are used with equivalent material properties. The model includes concrete elements, the
reinforcing steel, the steel liner plate of the drywell, the drywell head, the wetwell with the vent
wall and diaphragm floor structures.

The model consists of 3780 nodal points and 2160 elements. There are 1497 elements
representing concrete, whereas 249 elements are isotropic, representing steel plates. The soil
below the foundation mat was modeled as 72 spring constants, 342 concentrated mass elements.
See Figure B.8-1 for the model.

The ANSYS computer program permits the specification of hi-linear, brittle or ductile material
properties. The concrete and soil elements are specified to have properties with no or low tensile
capability. The steel plate elements and the rebar elements are specified to have ductile material
properties with the same strength in tension and compression. The capability of the ANSYS
program to accommodate ductile material behaviors permits both concrete cracking and yielding
of steel and rebar. This allows the program to consider redistribution of forces throughout the
structure due to the non-linear behavior such as concrete cracking.

B.8-2
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Equation B.8-4 is based on the assumption that significant leakage can be prevented as long as
positive compression of the gasket is maintained. Equation B.8-5 is empirical based on test
results that even a degraded gasket can effectively prevent leakage if the separation of the sealing
surfaces is equal to or less than 0. 127 mm (0.005 in).

For the pressure-unseating drywell head closure and equipment hatches, the pressure required to
separate the sealing surfaces is a function of the bolt preload, axial stiffness of the bolts and the
compression flanges, and the differential thermal expansion between the bolts and the
compression flanges. The separation pressure (P,) for operable penetrations is calculated in
accordance with the following formula, as per Reference B.8.8, even the seal degradation
temperature of about 533'K (500'F) has reached.

Fý - b ±Kf)- Kb ()T2 B.8.6
~1+2v ŽjTrr

Where the subscripts f and b denote the compression flanges and bolts respectively.

Fi: total bolt preload

K: total axial stiffness

ET: thermal strain

L: bolt grip

N: Poisson's ratio (0.3)

r: inside radius of penetration

The adequacy of this approach has been recently confirmed by the Sandia hatch leakage tests
(Reference B.8-9) in that the predicted leakage onset pressures were in favorable agreement with
the test results. The drywell head anchorage to the top slab has a pressure capability higher than
the drywell head shell and the leakage path of the drywell head assembly before the failure
pressure is reached is through the flanges.

The drywell head is a 10.4-in diameter closure with double seal. One hundred twenty 80-mm
diameter bolts hold the head in place. There are 2 drywell equipment hatches and 1 wetwell
hatch in the containment wall. The diameters are 2.4 mn for drywell equipment hatches and 2.0 mn
for the wetwell hatch. The drywell equipment hatches have twenty 43 mm diameter bolts, and
the wetwell hatch has twenty 38 mm diameter bolts. According to Equation B.8-6, the
separation pressures are: 1.3 MPa for the drywell head, 1.4 MPa for the drywell equipment
hatches and 1.6 MPa for the wetwell hatch. All of them are higher than the 1.204 MPa capability
pressure. This means that no separation of the flange surfaces can be expected, and no leaks
through the penetrations.

For equipment hatches, another potential leakage mechanism is ovalization of the sleeve which
causes the sleeve to slide relative to the tensioning ring (or the cover flange). An initiation of
leakage due to sleeve ovalization, however, requires significant deformations of the containment
shell around the equipment hatch. The average circumferential membrane strain in the shell that
is needed to result in the initiation of leakage from ovalization for equipment hatches identified

B.8-8
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in the ANL survey (Reference B.8-8) was found to range from 2.5% to 7.3% by SNL (Reference
B.8-8). For the equipment hatches under consideration, the ovalization leakage onset strain
which is the ratio of the sleeve wall thickness at the sealing surface to the sleeve radius ranges, as
a maximum, from about 5.8% to 7.0%. At a pressure of 1.468 MPa, the maximum radial
deflection of the wetwell wall was calculated to be 13.02 mm (0.5 12 in.) from the ANSYS
analysis (Table B.8-1). The corresponding hoop membrane strain is 0.072%. It is less than 1.2%
and no leakage from sleeve ovalization of the equipment hatches will occur before the capability
pressure is reached.

B.8.2.3 Summary

The ultimate pressure capability of the containment structure is limited by the drywell head
whose failure mode is plastic yield of the torispherical dome. The pressure capability is 1.204
MPa at 533'K (500'F). No liner leakage will occur before the capability pressure is reached. No
leakage through penetrations is expected.

B.8.3 UNCERTAINTY IN THE FAILURE PRESSURE

The uncertainties in the prediction of the failure pressure generally result from uncertainties in
the two general areas listed below:

Material Strength (yield strength, tensile strength, modulus of elasticity, etc.)

Modeling (differences between the model and reality, use of simplified models or empirical
correlations, uncertainty in dead-loads, etc.)

In a number of the areas listed above very little data may be available to guide the structural
analyst in characterizing the uncertainty. Consequently, it is generally necessary to rely to a large
extent on engineering judgment and past results to quantify these uncertainties.

As noted above a significant contributor to the uncertainty in the prediction of ultimate capacity
derives from uncertainties in the material properties. For most structural materials the lognormal
distribution has been shown to be a good model for the variability in material strength. Largely
for this reason the lognormal distribution is generally selected to characterize the uncertainty in
the prediction of the ultimate pressure capacity for structural components.

The most common form of the lognormal probability density function is:

pj p 22Pc Pre

where:

Pf(P) =the lognormal probability density function for failure pressure,

PC logarithmic standard deviation on the pressure capacity p,

Pind, the median pressure capacity.

B.8-9
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A Simple Design Equation for Preventing Duckling in
Fabricated Torispherleal Shells Under Internal Pressure

G. D. Gafltly'

A simple equation is proposed which will enable a designer to
estimate the onset of budkling in Internally pressurized steel
torispherical end closures. The equation applies to both crown
and segment ends and spun ones. Apart from a factor which
accounts for strain hardening, the same equation applies to
both carbon steel and eustenitic stainless steel torispheres. The
proposed equation for the allowable internal pressure was
checked against all known experimental buckling results and a
minimtum factor of safety of 1.5 was found. The equation was
afr checked against a number of full-scale vessels. some of
which had failed in service. Once again, the equation was
found to be satisfactory.

Nosneadature
p - internal pressure

-o internal buckling pressure of perfect torispherical
shell (plastic buckling herein)

p,- axisymmietric yield pressure of perfect torispherical
shell

pw= Drucker-Shield limit pressure of perfect torispherical
shell

PD - design (allowable) pressure of fabricated
-torispherical shell (equation (1))

r - radius of toroidal portion (knuckle) of torisphere
(see Fig. 2)

t - thickness of cylinder and torispherical shell (in
design equation, t is minimum thickness in knucklen

D = diaete of attached cylinder (see Fig. 2)
E - modulus of elasticity
F =ap 1 , or 0.2 percent proof stress, of material
H -height of head (see Fig. 2)
L =length of attached cylinder (see Fig. 2)
R. radius of spherical portion of torispliere (see Fig. 2)
T strain-hardening factor modifying F (see equation

(0))
vip =Yield point of material

NOTE: I N/nM2 _ 145 lbf/in2

ifleucr of Ap5Ued Mwchanks. Depmiment of Medhaical Ensinwlns,
U5i"Ont; of LUvapool Livecpocl, U.K.

Co~un ld by the Pressure Vendes and Piping Division for publication in the
R~m`PREM= V Toctmotcy.Mamasaript receved by the

Pr~tVtssels ard Piping1 Divtuon. November 26,.1985: revised snanuseipt
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Introduction
Fortunatcly, there have not been many failures of large in-

ternally pressurized dished ends. One well-known case was the
45-ft- (- 14-rn-) din fluid coker which failed In a brittle man-
ner during its hydrostatic proof test at Avon, California in
1956. An elastic stress analysis of this vessel by Galletly [1, 21
showed that the direct hoop stresses in the knuckle region of
the torispherical shell were compressive and exceeded the yield
point of the material in several locations. It was also pointed
out that buckling of the head was a possibility for some vessel
geometries.

A limit analysis of the Avon vessel by Drucker and Shield
131 agreed with the basic findings of the elastic analysis; subse-
quently, the limit pressures of many torispheres and toricones
were determined and the results were presented in the form of
charts [4]. As a result of this work, the provisions relating to
torispherical shells were modified in several Codes to take ac-
count of the limit pressures.

In recent years, the application of large-deflection shell
theories to the problem has shown that the limit pressures are
sometimes conservative for the higher values of a However,
the limit pressures do have the merit of being We*~.

The foregoing results on limit pressures apply to the axisym-
metric failure mode, which has yield circles at three locations
in the vessel. However, they do not apply to the unsymmetric
buckling mode, which has waves, or wrinkles, in the hoop
direction in the knuckle (see Fig. 1). As rules to prevent this
buckling mode are not available, Codes have tried to circum-
vent its occurrence by limiting the D/t-ratios of the heads
which may be constructed. In the U.K. and the U.S., the limit
is normally Dit - 500 (or tID - 0.002). Heads are, of course,
fabricated which have D/t-ratios greater than SM. but, In such
eases, special arrangements are usually made with insurance
companies in relation to the safety of the heads.

With the very thin heads (say, Dlt > 1000), buckling of
torispheres due to internal pressure is certainly a possibility.
One occasion on which it happened was with a 60-ft-(13.6-m-)
din oil storage vessel; it has also occurred several times with
brewing tanks of about 3 mn diameter which had D/t-ratios of
about 900. Very recently, plastic buckling of Internally-
pressurized torispheres has occurred with D/t-ratios of 350
[5); these cases are not catered for by the present Codes.

Although there have been few major accidents so far which
have involved ellipsoidal or torispherical shells under internal
pressure, it seems clear that it is time that Code ruls on the
subject of internal pressure buckling were formulated. The use
of such shells as roof structures on PWR containment vessels
and in LMFBR primary tanks (e.g., in France) gives added in-
centive to the development of these rules.

In this note, a possible design equation to prevent internal
pressure buckling in fabricated steel torispheres is suggested.
It applies both to crown and segment heads and spun ones.
The same equation holds for carbon steel and stainless steel
heads (other materials have yet to be studied). The equation
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1~
recent ones published in 151 on 0.5-rn spun heads. There have
also been some tests on small torispherical models (o.14.,
diameter) machined from aluminum alloys but thenlatte
tests will not be considered further herein.

With the Kemper [61 and Stanley/Campbell [71 mode&, test
coupons were not taken from the heads in the as-formed
knuckle regions. With the Roche et al. tests [5], both the W.
received and the as-formed properties were determined (it is
necessary to have the latter if one is trying to check theory and
experiment).

Besides strain-hardening effects, there are other difficutltes
in the way of good agreement between theory and experiment.
These include residual stresses (forming and welding), infcw.
mation about actual radii of curvature, thickness variation
and initial geometric imperfections. With the present buckling
problem, the latter do not seem to have a very significant
effect.

For the present purpose of obtaining an approximate buck-
ling design equation, the experiments taken into account wpere
those in [5-7). In addition, the following procedure was
adopted for the design equation:

I

10 outWwar buntline

(i) the as-received (or minimum specified) mechanical Pro-
perties and the nominal radii of curvature were wsed;
(hi) the shell thicknesses were the mainimnum values measured~
in the toroidal. or knuckle, sections of the toriupheres;
(Ift) all residual stresses and geometric imperfections were
ignored; and
(iv) strain hardening (of interest for cold-spun heads) was
accounted for empirically via a factor -f (see equation (1)).

I,

(

On the theoretical side, the publication of Bushnell's
BOSOR 5 shell buckling program [81 in 1976 enabled the
plastic buckling pressures of perfect shells of revolution to be
calculated. This program was utilized by Galletly and
Radhamohan in 1979 [91 and, from the computer results, they
derived a simple equation for the plastic buckling pressures of
perfect, constant-thickness, torispherical shells made f~rom
elastic, perfectly plastic material. This equation was applied to
both the Kemnper and the Stanley/Campbell models in [10-121
with reasonable success. The differences between perfect
torispheres and those used in practice are discussed in the
foregoing references.

The latest numerical results on this problem were XRublished
recently by Galletly and Blachut (131. These authors extended
the results of (91 down to D11 - 250 and they also considered
more values of a.,,. The buckling equation for perfect
torispheres which was proposed in [131 was similar to the one
proposed in [91 but was not quite the same. Also, the buckling
equation in [131 came from the results obtained with the defor-
mation theory of plasticity while that in [91 utilized flow
theory.

Two recent papers which also discuss design equations for
this problem are [5, 141. In [5) a design equation suggeste in
the 1982 edition of the French Pressure Vessel Code, i-e..
CODAP 1151, is mentioned but the derivation of it Is not
discussed. In the Appendix of (121. it is shown that the
CODAP equation can be derived from the equation suggested
by Galletly and Radhamohan 191. but with knock-down fac-
tors added.

The most recent paper on the subject: [161 looked at thme
possible design equations which were based on equations for
perfect torispheres proposed by the Uverpool group (11-131.
The constants in these equations were chosen so that the
minimum value of the ratio p./pj was 1.5. All three
equations were satisfactory for design purposes. As the ex-
ponents on (D/A), etc., in the equations differed slightly, a
composite (or average) buckling design equation was sug
gested. This equation is discussed in the next section.

t
'I,

*1
(b) bIwor buearke

Fill. I Bucklhng due tD Intnnul pressure In a 3.mdln sta~ness stee
tmlsphedeal ehol

was also applied to several vessels which had failed in service.
If the equation* had been available before, some of these
vessels might have survived.

I.Brief Background to the Problem
In 1972 and 1976, experimental results on the buckling of

austenitic stainless steel internally pressurized torispheres were
published in references [6 and 71. Both crown and seginent and
spun heads were tested and the diameters of the shells varied
from 1.4 to 4.0 m. The situation with regard to carbon steel
heads is not as good and the only test results available are the I522 1IVol. 108, NOVEMBER 1986 Tascin fteAMTransactions of the ASMIE



p~roposed Design Equation for Preventing Buckling in Thin
TortSphkerkcsI Shells Subjected to Internal Pressure

in this section the aforementioned design equation will be
giyen and then its predictions will be compared with all known
experimental results on fabricated torispheres. In addition, the
equation will be applied to some large pressure vessels which
failed in service. to see if use of the equation would have
prevented the failures.

The proposed design equation is as follows:

t

H
1:

pD/yF- W0r/D)0-"5
(DII) I.S(R/D)"T5

(I) Fig. 2 Goometry of toulspheilea shell

wtiere PD = allowable internal design pressure (safety factor >
1.5)

-y 1.0 for crown and segment steel heads In essence, equation (1) is based on the equations for perfectf torispheres given in [9 and 131 and with knock-down, or
I1.6 for cold spun steel heads reduction, factors added.

F=vor 0.2 percent proof stress, of the as-received Equation (I) applies to both stainless steel and carbon steel
plate material heads. The factor ~y allows for the enhancement of the

I = midnimum thickness in the knuckle region of the mechanical properties in the knuckle due to thinning caused in
torisphere and r, R, and D are as shown in Fig. 2. the forming operation. If it is desired to use the 1.0 percent

Table I Comparison of experimnstal buckling pressre with the predictions of the proposed design
equation, i.e., nqation (1

a,, or PD

HaNo No. 0.2 Percent proof from
Head 0~~~0  Hrn Hrn.Stress P,ý equation (1) .~

no. rID R5 /D N/mm2  N/Umm2  N/mm2  PD

Stainless steel-crown and segment heads 16.,71; 1.35 m cD<4.0m

Sdl 409 0.167 1.0 293 1.931 0.647 2.98
SC2 412 0.167 1.0 2193 1.917 0.640 3.00
SC14 628 0.167 1.0 293 0.828 0.340 2.44
SCIS 659 0.167 1.0 293 0.738 0.316 2.31
SC7 844 0.167 1.0 293 0.414(d) 0.218 1.90
SC13 931 0.167 1.0 293 0.566 0.188 3.01

1(1 825 0.159 0.91 293 0.366 0-112 1.51
K(2 880 0.163 1.0 293 0.317 0.201 1.58
K3 915 0.166 3.0 293 0.290 0.192 1.51
K(4 730 0.162 0.89 293 0.483 0.303 1.59

.:1

Stainlsess sted-pressed and spun heads 16,71; 1.35 a <D<c4.0 m

SC3 482 0.111 1.0 293 1.710 0.578 2.96
SC4 535 0.074 1.0 293 1.366 0.354 3.86
SoS 505 0.074 0.83 293 1,917 0.479 4.01
SCE 495 0.074 0.78 293 1.,917 0.529 3.62
SC16 730 0.074 1.0 293 0.651 0.222 2.95
SC17 717 0.074 0.83 293 0.738 0.282 2.62
5CS 1213 0.111 1.0 293 0.483 0.145 . 2.93
SC9 964 0.074 1.0 293 0.428 0.146 3.33
8do 947 0.074 0.83 293 0.538 0.186 2.89
SCII 1049 0.074 0.72 293 0.593 0.188 3.15
SC12 947 0.056 1.0 293 0.455 0.119 3.82

1(5 1045 0.063 1.0 293 0.229 0.142 t.61

Carbonl steel-spun heads 151;0 D 0.5 mn
Ti 543 0.06 1.10
T2532 0.06 1.10
T3373 0.06 1.10

T4 365 0.06 1.10
T5 538 0.04 1.0
T6 538 0.04 1.0
T1 1000 0.04 1.0
78 1000 0.04 1.0
TV 365 0.04 1.0
710 357 0.04 1.0
Tll 1067 0.10 1.0

T 13 556 0.10 1.0
T14 571 0.10 1.0

Ts 385 0.10 1.

'"This value seems low in comparison with SC13.
t*lhTh mode had a large Initial geometric imperfection.

SJounilr Of Pressure Vessel Technology

230 0.425 0.205 2.07
259 0.44 0.229 1.92
290 1.13 0.453 2.49
280 1.19 0.452 2.63
263 0.36 0.190 1.90
279 0.34 0.201 1.69
219 - 0.062 -
219 0.158 0.062 2.55
239 0.75 0.308 2.44
270 0.72 0.360 2.00
197 0.255 0.105 2.43
197 0.17640 0:109 1.61
253 0.617 0.370 1.67
253 0.54 0.355 1.52
262 1.15 0.664 1.73
262 1.10 0.680 1.62
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proof stress, rather than the 0.2 percent proof stress, then the
constant of 80 will need to be modified slightly.

As all the buckling tests considered herein were carried out
at room temperature, equation (1) should not be used for
elevated temperatures without further investigation.

The test results to be checked against the predictions of
equation (1) are those in [5-71. Details of the geometric ratios
and material properties of the models are given in Table 1,
together with the internal buckling pressures, p,,, recorded
in the tests. The thicknesses given are the minimum
thicknesses in the knuckle region and the radii of curvature are
the nominal specified ones. The design pressures, pD,
predicted by equation (1) are also given and the Last column of
Table I shows the ratios P,,r 1PD. As may be seen from a
perusal of this column, the minimum ratios of P,.W PD occur
with the carbon steel spun head T14 and the stainless steel
crown and segment heads K 1 and 1K3. The minimum ratio for
the stainless steel spun head K5 is a little higher (1.61 instead
of 1.5) but this could be reduced to 1.5 as well, if -y for
stainless steel were to be changed to 1.7.

From Table 1,* it will also be observed that the ratios of
P,,IpD) for the SC-heads are considerably higher than those
for the K-heads. This was noted in 1101 but the reason for it is
not known. Both sets of heads were made by the same
manufacturer (APV plc).

Since some of the p.,I/pD-ratios are quite high (m. 4.0), it
could be argued that the functional form of equation (1) is
perhaps not the best one to use. It is quite possible that further
study of the influence of strain hardening on the buckling
pressures (included in equation (1) in only a very approximate
manner) and residual stresses might produce a better buckling
design equation.

buckled and which was discussed by Fino and Schneider 117);
(Wl) two torispheres (- S-rn diameter) recently tested by
CBJ Industries [181;
(iv) a somewhat smaller vessel (2-mn diameter) which bucki..
ed in service due to a gummed-up valve (191; and
(u) a large vessel (20-rn diameter) which was proof..tesw~
but did not buckle 120j-this case only serves to check that
equation (1) predicts a buckling pressure higher than the test
pressure.

The geometric ratios, material properties, etc., for the
foregoing torisphericall shells are given in Table 2, togeter
with the experimental and predicted buckling pressures. As
may be seen from Table 2, all the values of Pb are lower than
the experimental buckling pressures and the ratios p.. 1p, we
all greater than 1.5. Thus, if equation (1) had beeni available to
check the operation of these vessels, some of them might not
have failed.

.11

I

I.Axisymmetrie Yielding Versus Slnsookdal Buclingf
It was noted earlier that the two static failure modes 'in Inter-

nally Pressurized torispherical heads are axisymmetric yielding
(with the formation of yield circles) and buckling Of tam
knuckle in the hoop direction (with the formation of waves
or wrinkles). With very thin heads, buckling will be the con-
trolling failure mode whereas yielding will control in the
thicker heads. In the range 300 < DIt < 500, buckling or ax-
isymmetric yielding can occur, despite the fact that most
Codes do not consider the occurrence of buckling in this WtI-
range.

The experimental results in 15 and 7], and listed in Table 1,
show that buckling can indeed occur for DAi < 500. T1e
theoretical results of Gallety/Blachut 1131 also predict that
buckling can occur for Dit < 5S0 and one of their figures is
shown in Fig. 3 (p, is the lairge-deflection axisymnmetie
yielding pressure and p.1 is the asymmetric, or sinusoida,
plastic buckling pressure). Depending on rID, R,/D and ej,,
either buckling or yielding may control the design.

In addition, the limit pressures p~v obtained by a Drucker-
Shield analysis [4] (and also associated with an axisymmetric
failure mode), are shown in Fig. 3. It is clear that they are
lower than both the values of p, and p,. From the pt-curves,
one would deduce that the failures would always occu by
axisymmetric yielding in this Dig-range. However, fromn the
Saclay test results 151, it is known that buckling failures can
occur for DIt - 370. a,, - 290 N/mm2, rID - 0.06 and

Application of the Proposed Design Equation to Some Large
Vessels Which Fulled In Service

Another test of the usefulness of equation (1) is to apply it
to some vessels which failed and to see what its predictions
would have been. The vessels chosen for this purpose were:

.4

ii

(i) the fluid coker (- 14-mn diameter) at Avon which failed
during its hydrostatic proof test 11, 2, 231-ecven though this
failure was ascribed to a weld defect, and the vessel failed in a
brittle manner, it is instructive to determine its predicted
buckling pressure-,
(Ui) the large oil storage vessel (- 18-rn diameter) which

Table 2 Buckling pressres (Pazw) of several large crown and segment heads compared with the predic-
dions of equation (1)

0.2 o PD02percent proof froDNomn. Norn. Nom. stres equation 1) P-MReference (in) Material DIt rID R5 ID N/rnin fJt m' N/mml P

Fino-
Schneider Carbon
1281 18.5 steel 2325 0.173 0.91 248 0.0862 0.0464 1.86
Avon Carbon
11,2,231 13.8 steel 430 0.063 0.81 207 0 .4 1 4t6) 0.245 1.69
Blenkin Carbon
[201 20.3 steel 1420 0.106 1.0 241 0.086246) 0.0567 1.52
CBI Ind. Carbon
118.,241 4.92 steel 770 0.17 0.9 344 0.731 0.338 2.16
CBI Ind. Carbon

4.92 steel 102.5 0.17 0.9 372 0.40 0.238 1.68
Stennett Stainless
1391 1.95 steel 950 0.105 1.0 293 0.276 0.125 2.21

.4

I)Brittle failure of head 123133 max test pressure; no buckling observed
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(ii) The stainless steel buckling test results come from on-
ly one type of austentic stainless steel (304 S65).

(iii) With the carbon steel spun heads, a number of the
models had rHD - 0.04 or RP/D = 1.10. These geometric
ratios are outside the limits allowed by some Codes. If the cor-
responding tests are excluded from consideration, then the
number of relevant tests is very small.

(iv) There do not seem to be any tests of carbon steel
crown and segment models.

Os

S

C
0

aC

a
CN

3

2

200 300 Soo50 600

N/nma
N/msm'
101"'?~

Despite (Mi), the range of values 0(f~P.OP for the T-heads
in Table I was only 1.52 to 2.63 i.e. a factor of 1.73. This does
not seem intolerable. In relation to (iv), the results in Table 2
for the Larger vessels are at least reassuring.

However, it must be agreed that the number of relevant
buckling test results is small. More tests are needed if a design
equation which has been properly validated experimentally is
to be obtained.

AReferences

ft 35 Thoeattle~at values *I ps ans per and pit (xt 103 1ff1pto11<
Oft 4S am AO - 1.0.UO - am Wsand0.16 (Iomn 1130

RI1D =1.10. From Fit. 3 (for RID - 1.0) it may be seen
that (ignornag the p00'curve) either buckling or axisymnoetric
yielding can occur for/D = 0.06, D/t= 400 andu -r310
N/mm'. Test and theory are, therefore, in reasona&ehar-
mony for this case.

Elastic Buddinug
With torispheres that have high D/t- or au,/E-ratios, inter-

nal pressure buckling can occur in fth elastic range. This topic
haks not been discussed in this note. However, elastic bucklin
formuae for perfect toopea hel ar ien in 121.1

Models arm discussed in [22] and the relative magnitudes of the
elasti and plastic buckling pressures of some steel
todsipherical shells are indicated in Fig. 8 of 111l.
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I
Disgimignsn of the Proposed Dedgin Equatiou

Equation (1) has the merits of being simple to apply and of
giving; a safety factor of at least 1.5 on all known internal
Pressure buckling test on torispherical shells. It seems to be
applicable to both crown and segment heads and to spun ones
anld the mauterial of construction can be either carbon steel or
stainless steel.

Residual stresses were, of course, ignored and strain-
hardening was only treated in an approximate manner. In ad-
dition, there are criticisms which could be directed at the ex-
Perinental data base. Some of these are:

k

(1) As the SC- and K- stainless steel heads were made by
dle lae manufacturer, why were the values of p for the

SC heads so much higher than those for the K=he? If one
400res'0 the result for SC7, then the experimental results for
the S-heads were 1.5 to 2.5 times higher than those for the IC-

bca& intheabsnceof any adequate explanation for this
regult, the test results for fth K-heads (being the lower) will
eintrfol the constant in the design equation. This men that
the design equation will give allowable design pressures which
ate sometimes Very conservative.
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FRg. I Napl~spe haiesng ciumvnala

Analysis of Half-Pipe Heating Channels on Pressure
vende Shells

A. E. aclil

Half-pipe heating channels are used on the outside of pressure
vessels such as agitators, mixers, reactors, etc., to avoid the
high external presure asociated with heating jackets. No ap-
plicabl, method of analysis is contained in the ASME Code
and Proof tests are normally required for registration with
governing authorities. An analytkica method is presented
which permits the evaluation of stresses in shell and half pipe;
numerical examples are included.

ASME Code mkis, except possibly by Appendix 13 of Section
VIII, Division 1 [11,. which gives rules for vessels with circular
cross section and a longitudinal dividing plate through the
center. Although similar in appearance, the problem of' half
pipe welded to a flat or slightly curved plate is quite different
from the problem of a cylinder restrained from uniform defor-
mation by a "tie" at the center.

This paper provides a method of analysis of stresses in both
the half-pipe and the vesse shell to which it is welded.
Numerical examples and values of proof tests conducted on
test assemblies constructed for this purpose are also included.

is

[ Noamenlature
g - thickness of shell plate
I = half-length between adjacent pipes

p - internal pressure in heating pipes
t = thickness of half-pipes

E - modulus of elasticity
E = ASME Code welding joint efficiency
I - moment of inertia

M = discontinuity moment
ft - nondimensional moment
Q = discontinuity force
O - nondimensional force
R = radius of half-pipe

S,-stress in shell plate
S, = stress in half-pipe
a -s nondimnensional parameter

P=nondimensional parameter
& displacement
0 = rotation
r -s Poisson's ratio

Method of Analysis
Both the half-pipe and the vesse plate are considered in-

finitely long in the axial direction and flat in the lateral direc
tion; a reasonable assumption, since normally the ratio of
heating pipe radius to vesse radius is very small. The pipe is
analyzed as a curved beam subject to uniform pressure and the
vessel wall as a continuous beam.

Using the nomenclature indicated in Fig. 2. equations for
rotations and displacements are written and solved in terms of
discontinuity forces and moments. A complete stress distribu-
tion in the assembly is then obtained.

f~
Half-Pipe Equations

For the half-pipe shown in Fig. 3, the radial expansion can
be found from the membrane theory [2)

p2
_ER- (2- (1)

lntroduction
Half-pipe heating channels as shown in Fig. 1, are often

used on the outside of pressure vessels and tanks such as
agitators, mixers, autoclaves and reactors, in order to avoid
the high external pressures of heating jackets. The design and
analysis of stresses in such heating channels is not covered by

S- o 1~

VV

A'-T-lMia University. Montreal. Canada.

Contributed by the Pressure Vessls and Piping Division for publica~ion in the
JOSURNAL Of PIRRINAW VESSEL TECHNsOLOGY. Manuscript received by the
Pressure Vessels and Piping Division, February 7. 1985; revised manuscript
received November 7. 1985.
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It k. lmportntha the data contained In technical Papesbemdradlavibetoelgen-
neers. n rde atoisay these needs of Industry this seaction of the Journal includes a concise

prsntatOison of dthe anifometo rcawnochietly o o Pecanialers.peiul ulshdb h ple
MecatisDiiion of dTa e Andmnermcatn dSonchietly o of Mehaial proeviul bse yth pe

DeIW n o ThIn-Walld Tersherca &it
Tonconical Presue-Vessel Wes'

Rt. T. SHIELD2 and D. C. DRUCKER'

Summary
The failure under lhydroatatior test of a larg storage %'ezasel dc-

sigtned in acrinianie with current. practice stimiulatedl earlier
anahiltjealstudien. This paper jcives.curves and a table useful for
tht- detsirnan anal auysis (if the knuckle region of a thin lorisphieri-

calor orinaiealben ofan nfied ylidrial essl.Aitiniple
but surprisingly adeqluate approximate formula is presented4~ for
tie limit presure, np", at which appri-ciable plAstic deformations
oot'ur:

go

where pi) is tie ticsign pressure, as is the yield streits of the ma-
tu-rizal, and ais the factor of saety. The thickness lot the knuckle
region isassumned uniform. U'pper and lower boundl calculations
were made for ratios of knuckle radius r to cylinder diwit~eter D
of OK0.011018, 0.10. 0.12,0.14, and 0.16, and ratios of spherical cap
readius L to 1) of 1.0, 0.9I, 0.8, 0.7, and (1.0. Toriconical heads maty
lie designed or analyzedl closely enough by interpreting co~ in
Table I as the complemient of the half angle of the cone.

Intred"Htln
The design of pressiure vesselt-s reqluires the long experience dis-

t illed into the ASNME Code its avoid overlooking many important
factors. In prijnciple, the innaiL straightforwardl of the difficult
probilems is the design of tan unreinforred knuckle region of uni-
form thivcknests in an tair-red pressure veiseal subjected to interior
pressure. This topic ii. discussed at length in the Code and it
might well lie expected that little remained to 1e resolved. Sur-
pripingly, anialytical Ptudit-0 4 stinkulated lby reports of a failure

I'The results presentted In this pager worre obtained in the course of
rewsearh stponsored he the Office of Naval Ittmearh under Contract
Non, 31124(3))- with Brown University. Providence. 1t. 1.

3 Profesour of Applied Mathenmat ims Brown University. Providlence.
it. L.

3 Profesisor of Enstjneerinag. Brown Caiiversivy. M~om. ASME.
GO. 1). Gaunktly has studied elastic behavior in& "Torispherical

Shells-A Caution to Designiers," Jowro2 of Eseinceriau for Intdus.
gryr-TwcAm. ASME. vol. 81. Series B. 1959, pp. 51-62, and "On
Particular Inttesruls for Toroidal Shells Subjeeted to Uniform In.-
ternal Pressure." JoCIJNAL or ArpIJRD hmcHANics, vol. 25, Tn~zis.
A-AIME. vol. 80. 1958. pp. 412-413.

6 D. C. Drucker and IL. T. Shield have studied plastic behavior in
"Limit Strength of Thin-Wailed Pressure Veseela With an ASMNE
Standard Torispherical Head." Proreedings, Third U. S. National
Congress of Applied Mechanics. ASME , 1953, pp. 685 -672. and "Limit
AnalYsis of Symmetrically Loaded Thin Shells of Reavolution." Joua-

tinder hoydrostatior test detuionst rated conclusively that the thick-
ness requaired bky the Code is inade~quate for a range of designs.
This range is one of small pressures and consequtently of vessels
whose wail thickness is aniail cmparedM wdith the knucklet radius
as we.1 as the radius of the vessl itself. It did not, in all likeli-
hood, enigage tlie serious attention of the franmers of the Cod5e who)
were concerned primarily with fipresures exceeding several hin-
dred poundit per siluare ineh. At theme higher pressures, a shiarpliy
curved knuckle wrouldl have a radiuis which is not very larg cont-
pared with the wall thickness, and so the knuckle would nut liet
flexible and weak.

A design of adlequate strength mnust provide a reasonable factor
of safety against reaching the limift pressure, the pressure at which
significantly larg plastic deformation will take place. Many ad-
ditional practical mamtters as well musat he taken into account in
the design. Among these are. corruslan allowanre, thinning al-
lowance, and joint effiiei.ncy. They will not be considered here
except hy implication in the designation of the linit pressure as
"PD, where at is a factor of saflety and eP is the design or working
p~resslure.

Thke limit pressure is especially significant in a cold environ-
mnent, for those steels which ame prone to brittle fracture. Ap-
preciable plastic deformat iotn be-low the transition temperature is
almost certain to initiate a brittle fracture. Above this rather
ill-defined transition temperature, the shape of a vessel of ductile
material will bie able to change sufficiently to carry the press&ure
without catastrophic failure. The pressure simply cold forms thle
head to a quite different but much better shape for containing
p~ressure.

A Qtmaliluve Discuss~on of "la behevler of Pressure Vessels
A thin-walled vessel under interior pressure is most efficient

when it can carry the presisure as a membilranet in biaxial teimioni.
However, thme shape reqluired for this desirable membranec be-
havior" bmits height of head H - 0.2W which often appears too
large from the fabrication or spare utilization point of view. Tori-
spherical heads* are employed to reduce H appreciably, hut they
cannot act in biiaxia tension; they must carry cirmunferential
compression on the knuckle and also resist bending. Their loadl-

wAt or Arpuzio McumnA~rs vol. 206. TRANs. AS.ME, vol. 81. Series E;.
1959. pp. 61-68.

6 IL. A. Struble. "Biezeno, Pressure Vessel Heads," JOURNAL OF
A~rriZD MitcHAxvwa vol. 23. Taw's. ASME. vol. 78. 19W0 pp. 642-
64&

Discussion of this paper should be addressed to the Searetary.
ASMEIF. 29 West 39th Street. New York 18. N. Y.. and will be
accepted until July 10. 1961. for publication at a later date. Dis-
emission recited after the elosi date will be returned.

anuscwript received by ASIIE Applied WMeehanles Division. Sep-
teinber 20. 1960.
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carrying ca3)at'jty as pure moembranes (tto momnent ri-Aistance),
shown. in Tab~le I as. pm'D/2ue anti plottedl on some of the graphs
at 11D - 0, ism extremely low. Actually, a very thin shell acting
as a membran~e would biuckle in circumferential cnjnin

As the pressure builds up, it tends. to force the spherical cap
outward along the axis anid the meriditnial nwmrnlrnw tensions
puC the toroaidal knuckle inward toward the axis. It the torus
wall is thick enough to avoid bucrkling but thin compared witlh
the radins of the knuckle, and tie material doem not work-harden,
a plastic hinge circle will fornm at B, Fig. 1, to permit the central
region of the knuckle to compress in the circumferential direction
and bsend inward. A hinge circle will form at C in the spherical
cap And the third hiunge circle A usually forms in the cylinder.
Tho entire knuckle region between A and C is plastic because
inward motion of apprec-iable extent means plastic contraction
of the circumference. A thin-walled shaply curved knuckle
region is far weaker than the main part of the spherical cap or the
cylitidrlcal portion of the ewml. On the other hand, if the torus
wall is not so thin compared with the knuckle radius, the knuckle
region is stiff and strong and acts somnewhat like a stiffening ring
at the junction or a spherical cap anti a cylinder. The A8.ME
Code which requires very little variation of npDOD/crad with 11D
apparently contains the implicit assumption that ordinarily
the resistance to inward motion of the knuckle region is asle-

)-L
a+

5 t

quately high. Althousgh. true foir vesmels tilesignt-d to carry lar-ge
PrEwsuw,~ tds assumiption is noit validl foor nuutuy stowwra e iesels
and other lo-m'sr osassr.Ftor iltss.' thin-wailid Vesaselas
there is a laMrg variation of the value of np"Df/2Vr with I/flas.
shown in igam. 2 -5. ons the other hand, the dlotted lincia foir
values of ,sp"D/2oq greater thain uanity show that, for l-ea' shuarply
curved knuckles anti for reltively thick knuckle. the knuck-le
region is stronger thatn the matin eyliaxlrio'al pakrt of the vetwel.

f**

i** 00
JEOn

as

I
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fhlu.I Tewkphad he6d4 shewing dhmo le.andesM Wcoendes of hinge
sble , , .(The eq beldivnduede headk shown by th Anhe
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'Mi uppier iind lower Imnmi l heurviitu tif lijilit ouinaIyii an14l
tdeAeigi Were 1istild to (aictilate thle limit mwprvere. Therefore, e~vsei
within the usual idmilizations; of the theory of plaotiejty, thbe
sixiut answer itt hotided rather than! deteminvid dirvitly. Curves
are plotted in Figsi. 2 anid :1 fur 7*'I/2vl. the upperý (11114144)

vailuets comptttedl for n;PbD/2vs1. and ins Vig. 4 anidi5 for L) 2 yj

the lower (ovemnfe) voluet.s.*lj re~e hniu ak nii
depeumdenit judgiment of the appmrhliatv vithiet, to uroo.

I lewever, if nwdernte aee'uney iii gtnsi enouigh or if a pit-linmi-
niary design ist souight, Fig. 6 sthmutld prove a very hi-liful altema-

of ,,pb/a.. it givee a clear picture. of the pienailty tot lIse paid for tlat-
adivntatge of derreaing thie xiatl kngth of the vesil. . a-Zgree-
ment with th- rmilan of the. uijiiwir uail lower hmmituind inluiilatioit,,
.il00 s4hown its Fig. 6. variem WithI r, D and LI .- ut to n. mnuri
s-maller extenit thaizn might. lIe expseitod.

Renuarkuhly godugenetwith theliait eait ua os a
;ilhiiiyel through um- of the? variadble IiL wliieh is o( primie im-
1iart-iinte in, the. zvmv cotae. rime exieelleut tit oftif om Amsinum
foraniliat

is, illustrated in Fig. 7,. 3 PlOt oif 1/1 viiIi lp" g for two values1-
eif r!D. The relatively minor v'ariationa with LID is a~ee. is
featuore of the Code. Ilossever, tlse ('ode ecall for a liumes-r vari-t
fimni of 11L with inereasing pressure, and there is no way of adjust-

iiag a sntright line to thve proper slirvets without being timisats ocr
far toon saif. Thse hmwk of Pafety is all too evident in Fig. M4. to

7 ). C. Drucker. W. Pragir. anid T1. J. Greeiierst. "kxietasheed Limjit
IMesimi 'nthoreum for Continuoius Media." (JumUl-IID1 of .4pidicvJ
Multheneoiics, vol. 9, 195~2, pp. 391-W14.
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DUMlO DAIA AND 11111l000

fl9'/en!

:'; D

xe L/0~O a*j L/V - OB
a L/D- 09 / a0.

Fig. 4 Appmoimptaf cmi to w t/0 wetvim 11/D fom mappmat mop/cr. Cbr
I/b - 0a* SI/a vorts from 0.29 tom 0.2)

phiet 4of tin' ftornmnnah feur *lis'n-te' rai'm es cof ril. wimirb lienmtits the.
desjgnmerr te) a sIe'et I.!. fiir ai given'ii j o~surl'eair tma e'ek tine lrn'ssemrn-
eirrxintg eCimpUEity ior tais existinng de'sign. Aptin tihe' designmer is
urgedl 14a re'titti top ligs.2-.a to) eitoetamit~iiNlr tand lowe'r Imeamtees 4011
him fim'tear fnt :ife'ty if hie is feareeqi top desigi. with. ae very -maezll
maergine.

Thpe Apiaisncdix ~s eatzitniss detazi led jnafmermnnat ici oil the' lazasis :aod1
ti n' ie'tholpes cif eat 'lv'ittiaiml dof Fiwe. 2-5. It suppl~tnne'ments tIle elk-ý
etsaeooiolm 'emiaiitjte'e ilk the' eazrlier palm-istr' anid is iwt eaianilml'e iim
itself. Ila eqstae'e. the' Tr'mee' or miaximum pfli snearieag ~ns
e'rite'rnuan (of yield is e'mmmjaioye'd andme tite' yield siarrave' r~r Itie' she'll1
it; an (ut-4al1 paar~nineair :malaroxita I ii tio teai w' e'~met smmlis' er 1` : svtam-
imtmia'tlk'i Ima4ilm'dl c'ylinmdrical she'll.

Torkonicael He--dk
T'he' v'inlm' eti I L :a~nd np 3 oinlettled ir tar give'tn tenis appaily

equiil "lv we'll tit temrisphle'rie'zl .11ne) top 11pr~eaiew:ivl ine'ints. TImable' I
c~all lag' mnse' tea entatinin tihe' ntalrolarinte' hite'rjAelzete' vanlue ati LI)
tear Figs. 2-5 if elesire'el. Tine' angle' qNa is tine' e'tipnnim'ncnt oft tine
tearns :Might i ammI b'etheree'm thei eaniajale'mne'nt eat the' hail' imngle'o ethie'

APPENDIX
Thme' vquatim~ietma ea e'eunilibariummn fear tine' vaerimans 1ii-atlens ear tihe'

vt'Aeae', c'ylindeltr, teaims zanel sphle're' arer give'ma inn iiH' re'fe'vireems of
(twonmeatnn 5. Thne te'rinn innvolvitng tine e'ir'nninfe're'til ite'ndlinng
tn1141n110n1t 310 is kainitteel fromnn the' veputnntianme tof eejmailihorinm in er tine
uearsts aind tihe' slahie'r nite 31@. hnas little' induirceee inn c':rrinvng leaul
(tir thinitel ~It'ita se'etiianki ntt timiima ner tine axis u( 1woeinn't ry. 1'nc
ne'rielieoain luanelinag mnneatncat .11I9 is simailairly manittc'd iment its

de'rivactive' is retaeinedI.
As, Me is eonineidercd asn a pamopeive. innesiemt inn th,- curved port ainou

of tine she'll as we'll ans itn the c'ylinnde'r, funll use of Ml, wtll the
mneridional ande eire'uniferc'nt'nal fiarec eeutltants No, antin Xop in
c'tnn'ing the innter~nal pretiture' p; ie oltatainedt by using the yield
eminnlitiean eai Ne,,, No. .Mop, fear the' cyliande'r. Ian order to approaxi-
nutte to this yield conditiona or sunrface. the e'ircunnae'ribiaig stirfarez

Ftg. 7 Coempimorloim oflentoo wth oemvug meolvad tipmow. low"d
anmd with ASME CedeOu vfm =1 0.00 mad 0.16

W IN ai to l b IN d to Oh -a&

P~.8 P19 of SLO/ed - OM 2+ 5.5 P/lh./L + 23 (11 - L2AvfD9(/Q2
-0.0006 'p"plr, NMI ss ,e -n o 121/6

'emnsast inng etf a larmnl malio' 'yi'naler withI feattr emnt-eaff ;paimnnws is.
nseel.6 Inn tine' 'n'giean eat jite'ri'st l't weea tine Ilm-inga' e'ire'leps A. H,.

C! etf Fig. 1, N., is te'nsil' anad X* is; eeannnpn'tsm'ive. lFear this ft'gittem
too lie' :&t vie'le. I lie lanrdmilaije prismn vje'leiserfriee' r'equire's

N" ord- . 131'.1 :5 Jh-X~u~~ I

It ist assunmine' thlant nit the' luinago e'irre''s A nmnd C'a ian te'r'iinle~r maw
tine sphle're'. I/,, attanu itia havgd't tne'geive' vnniue', ianei at hintge'
('ircie B ink the wrtons, 31,~ attainia its4 harp-pt. poesitive vahte. The
stheatr foree Q is ze'r at nt tine lhung. e'ire'le'e. Imeie'r t hows. e'oditieanms
tine' eqmna~tieann of eqtnihilaint innn leemi' inate'grat'ed t4n prot'aice' the chi*-
tribattioun of Noe. NV,, 31q,, anti) Q in t the' tlanstier re'gieana.

It is feauand I flat in t lit- cylindeier,

4 11 \ (?Pi/l

± -a 2 + -!) D - (3)
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where x measures distance from the junction with the torus and
z, defines the location of the hinge circle A. In the torus,

M,, i (D \(R + rsin ip.,,'
rruel 4 r \2at 1 2 Dsin',V

+ lo rn pin ip'.. (4

+ + r din On

Q - R g~in (j. - ,P) +r-gn
;1 2ueSt An tc.. R

where

- o R +rmsinc -p (2-r)/

F - fr + Rtan(6

0 is the angle between the ineridional normal and tiac axis of the
shell, and 0p. is the location oft the hinge circle B. In the sphere,
with the assumption that 9 - s0 is small,

Lea, 4L 12.1I

Q (8)

whiere ip* defines the loc-ation of the hinge circle C.
The four quant it ies p, ip, tp., and z, are determined from the

conditions that Al,, and Q are continuous at the junctions of the
cylinder and torus (z - 0, V - r/2) and the torus and sphere

-jemJ. Theme conditions can be written

(2+ pD \(o ).s (_pD \
U.f \DI 2eoi

+ ap.) + bOv ', (9)

(2 + ~-ED- I. e + d(ýJ (10)

(ve- ýJ, ip. P2u--2 + COP.) -D +01P~.), 0 1)

0 - -2g~. ~-i-'t k., (12)

D' I sin -r.

Ujp) 2r lg r + -, (14)
1)IR + rsin (PJ D'

Ci-) cot ip., (15)

- i k(/) L.)] (6

rR (1cos (~,P.)j (17)
-2Li sin ip (7

2 -tt- c- VWjp.)
LR

+2 _ý.log I R+r pin vo ý + (18)f. R + r An 1P. L

D sin -4P. )

- -.) sin VN lli..),

2(c. - 4~ D,~ +( sin' i)}

L )2+Lt+riT-1

(19)

(2-0)

(21)

(23-)

Equations ()(1)were solved for pDI)/2 rl, ip, V., and reID for
given values of the parameters 11D, L/i), and r/fl which define
the geometry of the vessel. The following value, of the paranme-
I er were used:

I/D - 0.002,0O.004, 0.000, fl.008, 0.010, 0.012, 0.014

LID - 1.0, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6

r/D - 0.00, 0.08, 0.10, 0.12,' 0.14, 0.10

In the numerical method used, a trial value ir. was; chosen for
sp and the functions of F. occurring on the right-hand sides
of equations (9)-( 12) were evaluated. By eliminatio of Vs - p
between (11) and (12), a quadratic equation was obtained for
pDf2*rs. The positive root of this equation warn then sulistituted
in (9) and (10) to give two values of (aD)' The difference be-
twreen these two values was evaluated and the procedure warn rev-
pesto with another trial value 4p.6 for ip, and again the dif-
ference between the two value, of (ze/D)s was found. Linar
interpolation between p.0 and ip. was then used to give a better
approximation to the true value of (p, The procem waa re-
pea&e until the magnitude of the difference between the two
Yalues of (z*/D) Ias provided by (0) and (10) was less than 10-1.

For a few of the thinner vesels (12 out of the 210 considered),
the upper hinge circle A does not lie in the cylinder but is loc-ated
in the torus, and the analysis requires a straightforward mcodifi.
cation. The details of this modification will not be given here.

The value of the pressure P obtained from equations (0)-(12)
(or from the modified anailysis) is the limit pressure pu for the
head with the parabolic yield surface. As this surface circumk-
scribes the exact yield surface for the cylinder, PLU in an upper
bound to the true limit presure. The values of pv ame shown in
Figs. 2 and 3. A lower bound pL - Ap" is obtained by choosing
the factor X so that the stres points )LVX,, )UN's, M, lie within
the yield surface for the cylinder for all sectious of the plastic
region. The factor is given by

A -(Ps -4P+ 12)/2'(I - 4P +8), (23)

where P - p"D/2irst, the critical wection bring the hinge circle
A in the cylinder. The factor varies from 0.821 to 0.90 as P varies
from 0.5 to 1.0, and the values of pLD/92v9 are given In FIgs. 4
and 5. The average of the upper and lower hounds will he suf-
ficiently close to the true limit pressure for practical purposes.
Thus we put npDl - (pt' + p'-)/2, where p8 ' is the design pres-
sure and nm the factor of the safety against collapse.

For a given thickness ratio 1ID, the limit pressure impO in-
creases as r/D increases, and decreases as LID increases. The
ratio MID of the height of the head to the diameter depends
similarly on the ratios rID, LID, as can he seen fromn Table 1.
in Fig. 6, approximate curves for I/D versus MID for constant
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values of ispi0/a ame shown for the range 0.17 < MID < 0.28
covered by the ranges 0.06 to 0.10 for r/D and 0.74 to 1.0 for LID.
Actual points for npO/trs - 0.0041, 0.010, 0.016, and 0.02*2 are
also shown for comparison with the approximate curves.

It was found that, for a fixed value of r/1), the variation of
nplv with 11L is almost independent of the ratio LID. For
LID -0.7 and 0.8, the formula,

D) L

+ 2R (I - 2.21-)(~- 0.0(00 (24)

provides values of np,*/uo which are very close (e.g., within 3 per
cent for I/L - 0.010) to the values calculated from npb =
(p11 + pl`)t2. Formula (24) is also adequate for LI'D m 1.0, 0.9,

P6MN DATA AMS TImODS

and 0.0 as can he seen froml Fig. 7, in which the formula (24) is
compared with the values calculated from apO - (p11 + pL)P2
for the cases rID -0.00 and 10.10. Coniparison with the AUSME
Code for Unfired Pressure Ywesels is also madle in Jig. 7. 7The
AISAE Code gives

--ý! - 2 1- V + 0.2 f-).SE L & L
(25)

where.11 - J13 + (L 8"l is the maximium allowable stresw,
and ERis the efficienry of the welded joint.t. For the present pur-
poses, SE was taken to be v.fn
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HyWdm~w LAhm&WON of a Rsh eading
liltroftIiNstouf ntomum inaft Ws

F. W. v. HACKEWITZl

"emenci.Ur
E = modulus of elasticity (21,000 kg/.u, m- for steel),

kg/sq mni
P - radial xLad on cylindrical roller per unit effective

roller length, kg/mm
PO - relative land on cylindrical roller 1'/14, kg;.'sql mnu

R - radlius of cylindrical roller, mmn
-i radius of inner ring raceway, nmm

R*- relative radius of cylindrical roller R/R4 _

I +ý RH 4
h - smallest oil-film thickness to be found , t contact be-

tween rolling body and inner ring, m- ai
h*- relative oilfim thickness A/k4

ki,ks, k3s - constant coefficients
n resultant rotating speed of the bearing, i.e., rotating

speed of inner ring relative to outer ring, rpm
p.- peak pressure in contact area between roller and

inner ring, kg/sq mmn
u - parameter, angle deg
a - reduction patrameter R'p.,'/kilki

19- roduction parameter A*/k%
,y- imn'waare coefficient of viscosity of lubricating oil at

operating temperature [21,11 sq mm/kg. The co-
efficient -f supposes an oil where log [ui(p)/Vol is
proportional to the pressure p as to justify- rj(p) -
*eP Some lubricating oils obey this law, but
there are other oils in use, which show deviation.
Thus a verification of the propier pressure de-
pendence of viscosity is advisable for each particu-
lar case.

ih- viscosity of lubricating oil at atmospheric pressure
anid operating temperature, kg sece/q nun

t,- resultant viscosity of lubricating oil at the rolling
contact 13), kg sec/sq mmn

is- deformation parameter which is defined in D&Tr's

ISICF Central Lahoratorlet. Gwtohorg. Sweden.
'Numbers in brackets indicate Rteferences at end of paper.

Manuscript receiv.ed by ASME Applied AMechanics Diision. June
9, 1900; final draft, January 17, 10931.

work Ill. The pa ramieters definition fixes two
limiting end poinats: One for gs - 4), where no
elastic deformation occurs at the rolling contact,
and the other for ji - 2, with maxdiminsa elastic
dieformation, i.e., no oil film seliarating the contact-
ing rolling bodices (Ilertsian case). Dfirr derives
simjilified formuilas Valid fOr 0 <, JA < 1.7, thus
covering the greatott part of the parameter range.
Our calcul~ation 6 is bse on these sinhplitied
formilas.

P - l'isson's ratio& (MAW) for steel)

C-2.71828 ...

lntesduction
DIA recent naote [31J hydrodvyamuic fornsula have been pro-

posed to calclAtte contact pressure and ois-film thickness in a
lubricated cylindrical roller bearing. These formulas use Dorr's
derivations for elastic deformation at the rolling contact LIl), and
a pressure-dlependent viseosity 121. Their numerical evaluation
is cumbersome, deman~ding extensive calculationi.

Relative and dimensionlesms magnitudes are introdusced in the
follownimg. They he~lp to estalilish charts which represenit iso-
thermal results for differenit bearing design and various running
conditions, thus maiding in the engineiers rapid investigation.

The charts show a maininmum oil-film thickne-m ait certain com-
binations of roller loiad avid running sed

Go-m- Cukulaton
Conditions are more severe at the inner contact the?% at the

outeir contact. We calculate, then-fore, relationships for the
inner contact only. Initroduicing the following reduction pa-
rameters

I +)?,

P* P/k 0 kg/'sq min (2)

h* mh/ht, (3)

ki kg/sq min (4)
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I Torispherical shells under internal pressure-
failure due to asymmetric plastic buckling or
axisyflufetric yielding

G D Gailetly, ScD, DEng, FICE, F[MechE and J Bmachut, PhD
* Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Liverpool

* In the diameter-to-thickness range 250 < Dit < 1000, internally pressurized torispherical shells can fail either by plastic buckling or by
axisynlmetric yielding. However, the present Code ruine cater only for the axisymmetric yielding mode and they also restrict the DI I
ratios to being less than 500. The rules are based on limit analysis results and these can be conservative for this problem. With regard
to Otera presure JLaFJ areCU as y~e*F.fM* no. *fl me or e r

octlcurrece.
To provide guidance for a more accurate formulation of design rules for both of these failure modes over the range 300 < D/t < 1500,
the authors have made a series of calculations to determine the values of p_ (the internal buckling pressure) and p the axisymmetrlc
yielding pressure) for perfect torispherical shells. The availability of these results, obtained with a finite-deflection shel theory, enables
curves to be drawn showing when buckling is the controlling failure mode and when axisymmetric yield controls.
A comiparison is also made, for DII < 600, between the controlling failure pressures mentioned above and the Drucker-Shield limit
pressures. The ratio between the former and the latter varied between 1.2 and 1.8, depending on the geometry of the shell and the
magnitude of the yield point, a... Considerable economies In the designs of many torispherical shells could, therefore, be achieved tifthe
relevant sections of the Codes were to be modifed to take advantage of the foregoing results.
The controlling failure pressure curves also indicate how Code rules to prevent plastic buckling for Dlt > 500 might be forniulated. For
the benefit of designers, the numerical values of p,. and p. were transformed, using curve-fitting techniques, into simple approximate
equations. Although these equations are for perfect torispherical shells, they should be very beneficial when analysing the related
problems offabricated torispheres in practice.

NOTATION

p internal pressure
per internal buckling pressure of torispherical shell

(usually plastic buckling herein)
P-D, A Pcr obtained using the deformation or flow

theory options in BOSOR 5
p", pressure at yield (see Fig. 4)
P,1 , p.,1 axisymmetric yielding pressures of a torispheri-

cal shell (see Fig. 4)
PC P., or pC2
Psg Drucker-Shield lini t pressure
P1, controlling failure pressure
r radius of toroidal portion (knuckle) of tori-

sphere (see Fig, 2)
t thickness of cylinder and torispherical shell
D diameter of attached cylinder (see Fig. 2)
E modulus of elasticity
L length of attached cylinder (see Fig. 2)

Uangle used in definition ofp&, (see Fig. 4)
8deflection of the crown of the torisphere
S yield point of material

Note: 1 N/mm 2 ,b 145 lbf/in2

1 INTRODUCTION

aerospace, brewing, food processing, chemical, nuclear
and oil industries. In the first three industries cited the
vessels usually do not exceed 5 m in diameter whereas
the diameters can be greater than 20 m in the others.

One well-known failure of a torispherical shell
occurred in 1956 during the hydrostatic proof test of a
15 m diameter fluid coker at Avon, California. An
elastic stress analysis of this head was carried out subse
quently by Galletly (1, 2) and it showed that (a) the
direct hoop stresses in the knuckle were compressive
and exceeded the yield point of the material at a
number of locations and (b) buckling of the knuckle in
the hoop direction was a definite possibility for some
geometries. Metallurgical information about the brittle
failure of this head may be found in (3).

The buckling prediction in (2) was verified experimen-
tally in (4). Another case of buckling under internal
pressure occurred with a 20 m diameter oil-stomap
vessel and is described in (4) Since that time, the onaly
internal pressure buckling failures of torispheres to have
been reported in the literature are those on the small
diameter (3-5 m) heads used for brewing vats and food
processing vessels (see, for example, Fig. 1). However,
internally pressurized torispheres having larger diam-
eters have been used in recent years on pressure vessels
in the nuclear industry, for example in the vessels con-
taining the liquid sodium in fast-breeder reactors and as
roof structures for containment vessels of pressurized
water reactors. As an agreed set. of design rules for this
internal pressure buckling problem is still not available,
nuclear engineers sometimes have to test fairly large-
scale models of their vessels in order to satisf the cer-
tifying authorities of the integrity of their designs.

Torispherical shells are frequently used as end closures
On cylinders subjected to internal pressure and applica-
tions can be found in various fields, for example the

rhe #4S was rewha on 8 Ocsobff 1984 mnd woas Aceptedfwa pssbficatio. ons 1
J I N5l 16.
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(a) (b)
F-*. I Plastic buckling due to internal pressure in a 3 m diameter stainless steel torasphere:

(a) outward buckles (b) inward buckle

With regard to the yielding of the foregoing tori-
sphere at Avon, an elastic-plastic stress analysis of it
should have been carried out. This would have been
difficult to do at the time and Drucker and Shield (who
were consulted about the problem) therefore undertook
a limit analysis of the torispherical head (4) In their
analysis, they assumed that failure would occur when
three plastic hinge circles developed in the head.

One result of both the elastic and the limit analyses of
the Avon vessel was that it showed that the then current
edition of the ASME Code was in need of revision for
certain torispherical geometries. The aspect of the
problem which Drucker and Shield chose to investigate
was the axisymmetric yielding mode. They were able to
calculate the limnit, pressures for a wide range of torisp-
herical geometries and presented their results in the
form of design curves (7). These curves were restricted
to diameter-to-thickness (Dir) ratios which were less
than 500, as it was thought that buckling might occur
for torisphecres having Dlt > 500 (it is now known that
circumferential buckling can occur in some torispheres
which have DIt < 500). Drucker and Shield did not
investigate the buckling problem.

Nowadays, there are several sophisticated shell buck-
ling computer programs available and, in principle, one
can compute (for perfect torispheres) the internal buck-
ling pressures p,, and the axisymmetric collapse
(yielding) pressures p,. The problem is non-linear, both
geometrically and materially, and, when calculating the
internal buckling pressures (for which both the pressure
p and the number of circumferential waves at buckling
have to be estimated), the solutions can sometimes be
rather time consuming to obtain. Nevertheless, some
numerical solutions for both p,, and p,, for torispherical
shells with DIt ratios in the range 500 < Dlt < 1500,
were published in the literature several years ago (8-10);
similar solutions for 2:1 ellipsoidal shells were given in
(11-13).

As there are two possible static failure modes for

torispheres under internal pressure (corresponding to
p,, or pJ, a designer will need to know which of the two
is the lower, as it will be the controlling one. A few
approximate controlling failure mode curves have been
given before for perfect torispheres (14, 15) but more
accurate ones need to be determined.

With regard to Code rules, there are, as yet. no design
rules for the prevention of internal pressure buckling of
torispherical shells in either the British (BS 5500) or
American (ASME) Codes. Work on the problem is
under way, hut residual stresses, strain-hardening, etc.
[see (IM) complicate the issue. Some possible design
equations for preventing buckling in internally presu-
rized torispheres having Dlt > 500 have been discussed
within the British Standards Institution (BSI) already.
These equations were compared with all known test
results on internal pressure buckling of fabricated
torispheres (mainly for DIr > 450) and seem quite satis-
factory (MS. However, when the proposed buckling rules
were compared with the provisions of BS 5500. at the
maximum value of D/r allowed by the Code (that is
DIr = 500) it was found that, in many cases, the buck-
ling rules would have permitted smaller shell thick-
nesses than would have been allowed by the Code.

It was, therefore, decided to extend the earlier calcu-
lations (8, 9) to lower values of Dir and more values of
gyp I It is clearly of interest to resolve the above
anomaly, both from the scientific and economic points
of view.

2 ODJEC"lVES AND SCOPE OF THE
PRESENT STUDY

The primary aims of the present study on perfect tori-
spheres under internal pressure are:

(a) to determine, over the range 300 < DIZ < 1500,
when plastic buckling controls the failure mode and
when axisymmetric yielding controls it,

0 IMediE 1985
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given in 1962 by Mescall (4) of Watertown Arsenal. He
became interested in the problem after the failure of the
vessel in Avon, California, and the prediction of buck-
ling in (2). His solution was a small-deflection elastic
one, obtained with the aid of the Rayleigh-Ritz method.
An elastic finite-deflection numerical solution of the
problem was given a few years later by Thurston and
Holston (17). Brown and Kraus (18) discussed the inter-
nal pressure buckling of the related ellipsoidal shells
and, in 1976, Bushnell published his shell buckling corn-
puter program BOSOR 5 (16). With the availability of
this program, it became possible to solve elastic-plastic
buckling problems of perfect shells of revolution incor-
porating finite deflections. The BOSOR 5 program has
been used in several investigations of internally pressu-
rized torispheres, for example (8-10, 19-22). Nowadays, I
there are some finite element programs which will also
solve the problem, for example (23,24).

Some simple equations for the internal plastic buck-
ling pressures p,~ which were derived from the DOSOR
5 computer results were suggested in 1979 by Galletly JI
and Radhamohan (8). However, the lowest value of DIt
considered in that investigation was 500 and the main
value of a investigated was the relatively low one of
207 N/mnJ The elastic internal buckling pressures of
internally pressurized torispheres and the pressures at
which first yielding occurred were also determined by
Aylward and Galletly and are given in (13). Some addi-
tional results for the plastic buckling pressures &, were
given in a recent publication of the Liverpool group (25)
and the problem is under study in Germany (24),
France (26), Austria (27), the United States (28) and
Sweden.

In addition to the numerical computer studies, some
small-scale experimental work has been carried out on
0.14 mn diameter machined torisphericall shells under
internal pressure at Manchester (29, 30) and Liverpool
(31, 32). These tests will be discussed briefly later.

ftg 2 Tonispherical shells considered in computer analyses

(b) to resolve the discrepancy, mentioned in the pre-
vious section, between the limit pressure predictions
and the buckling predictions at DIt = 500 and

(c) to derive simple approximate equations for p, and
p. which will be of assistance to designers and to
Code-writing bodies.

T1he range of the torispherical shell parameters inves-
tigated in the study were as follows (see Fig. 2):

(R.JD - 1.0 and 0.8
Geometric <rID =0.05-0.20

(,Dlt =300-1500

Ou,5 =207 N/mm2 , 310 N/mm2 and
Material IE 2700Nm 414 N/mm2

The material of the shell wall was taken to be elastic,
perfectly plastic and the finite-deflection BOSOR 5
program (16) was used to determine the values of p, and
p. Although not considered in this paper, materials
which strain-harden can be handled by DOSOR 5. The
strain-hardening is assumed to be isotropic and the von
Mises yield criterion is used. Some calculations on
torispheres incorporating strain-hardening are given in

A sketch of the torispherical shells employed in the
analyses appears in Fig. 2. As may be seeni, the thick-
Omnese of the spherical cap, the torus and the cylinder
are the same and are constant throughout. This is not
always the case in practice, of course. Ile LID ratio
used in all the calculations was 1.0.

With regard to the structural design problems of
actual welded torispheres in practice (as opposed to
Perfect: ones), these will be discussed in a companion
paper.

3.2 Axisyminetric yiehdin

As mentioned earlier, the pioneering work on the limit
pressures of internally pressurized torispheres was done
by Drucker and Shield in the early 1960sL In the decade.
that followed, several elastic-plastic finite elecment prog-
rams appeared which enabled the elastic-plastic stress
analysis (but not the buckling analysis) of perfect shells
to be undertaken. One such investigation, applied to
ASME standard torispherical heads, was carried out by
Popov, Khojasteh-Bakht and Sharifi (33). Using the
small-deflection theory of shells and assuming an
elastic, perfectly plastic steel, they confirmed the conclu-
sions of Galletly and Drucker-Shield on this problem.
They were also able to follow the development of platic
zones through the thickness of the shell and to make
reasonably accurate plots of the load-deflection behav-
iour of the shell. In all the cases investigated by than,
yielding began at the inner face of the toroidal knuckle
and, with increasing internal pressure, propagated along
and across the thickness of the wall. At a load Level
which varied between 1.5 and 2.0 times the elastic load
limit, a single hinge circle termed in the torus.

One of the problems encountered in their analysis
was how the collapse load should be defined, since the
load-deflection curve keeps rising (even though at a

3 BRIEF OtSUMI OF PREVIOUS WORK

3.1 Circajnsfereatlal bockhing

The first theoretical solution for the buckling of Perfect
internally pressurized torispheres appears to be that

0 IMCChE 1985 C I~ocE 1985Proc loant Mach EaSis val 199 No C3
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/ 1.0 4-0
Crown deflection 611 e0týfl 5 ý

T6_Fig. 3 Crown deflection versus internal pressure for a torn-
spherical shell (DIC - 300, R./D = 1.0, r/D = 0.06,

a,- 207 N/nunm)

reduced rate); see Fig. 3. Gerdeen (34) has discussed
various possible solutions to this problem and two of
the possibilities will be used in this paper. These are
outlined in the next section.

The next step was to include finite deflections in the
analysis and this was done by several investigators. The
BOSOR 5 computer program was one of these prog-
rams and was the one used by Radhamohan and Gal-
Icily (9) to calculate the axisymmetric &~ values for some
torispherical geometries.

Experimental information on the finite-deflection
axisymmetric yielding pressures is rather sparse, parti-
cularly in the region 300 < D/t < 600, where some cir-
cumferential buckling failures can occur. The few tests
reported in the literature are discussed in (9).

dYP
Deflection 6

Fig. 4 Definition of the axusymnmetric yielding ressuresp.
and &,~ used in the paper

will be given later). These points were noted in (20). T'he
flow theory (modified) predictions are presumably more
correct than the deformation theory ones but there is
very little experimental evidence on shells available on
this point.

With regard to the determination of the axisymmetric
yielding pressure p,, a typical plot of internal pressure p
versus the crown deflection 6 of a torispherical shell is
shown in Fig. 3. Even though elastic, perfectly plastic
(no strain-hardening) materials are being considered,
the knee of the p-6 curve will be rounded, as shown in
Fig. 3 (it is assumed that buckling does not occur for
these cases). As may be seen, there is no pressure which
could definitely be called the collapse pressure. The two
definitions used in this paper for the axisymmetric yield-
ing pressure p. are shown in Fig. 4. They are:

4 DEFINITIONS OF p,,ADP SDI h
APER

-I
A detailed description of the BOSOR 5 program is
available in Bushnell (16). It is a variational finite-
difference program; earlier versions of the method, as
applied to shells, appeared independently in (35) for
buckling and vibrations and in (36) for vibrations. The
BOSOR 5 program has been used by a number of
investigators on many different problems (37) and it is
accepted in the profession as being reasonably accurate.

When BOSOR 5 is used for plastic stress analyses,
any strain-hardening which occurs is assumed to be iso-

tropic. With plastic buckling analyses, flow
(incremental) theory is used for the prebuckling phase
and, in the bifurcation buckling phase, one can select
either the flow or the deformation theory of plasticity.
However, the shear modulus used in the flow theory for
the buckling phase is that corresponding to deformation
theory. Bushnell's reason for incorporating this modifi-
cation into his program was to eliminate much of the
discrepancy between the flow and the deformation theo-
ries in buckling predictions [see (38)].

The practical effect of having two buckling options in
BOSOR 5 is that one can usually obtain two predic-
tions for pt, with the one from deformation theory
being the lower. In addition, sometimes a prediction of
buckling is obtained when the deformation theory is
used but not when the flow theory is used lexamples

(a) pC,, which is the internal pressure at which the
crown deflection reaches twice the yield point
deflection, that is i5 - 2S~, and

(b) p,,, which is the internal pressure at which a line
drawn from the origin and having a slope of a meets
the p-6 curve.

The above definitions of &~ were used in (9, 12) and
were suggested by Gerdeen, who studied various defini-
tions of collapse in (34). As may be seen, the definitions
of p, given above are somewhat arbitrary; they also
underestimate the collapse pressure.

In determining the &~ values which are given later in
the paper, the values of S corresponding to a given
internal pressure were found from the finite-deflection
BOSOR 5 program. The p-6 curves were then drawn
using increments of pressure, and yield was assumed to
have occurred when the deflections started to increase
substantially.

With regard to the development of plastic zones in
the shell at p = p,2 two sample torispherical 'shells were
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TORISPHERICAL SHELLS UNDER INTERNAL PRESSURE29 229

considered. Both of them had RID =1.0 and a.,;, = 207
N/mm 2 and the other geometric ratios were r1D = 0.06,
D/t = 300 and r/D =0.10, Dlt 500. In both cases, the
plastic zones propagated right across the shell thickness
but, at these pressure levels, only a single hinge circle
had formed.

5 EXPERIMENTS ON 'NEAR-PERFECT'
INTERNALLY PRESSURIZED TORISPHERICAL

SHELLS

However, some small (0.137 In diameter) machined
near-perfect' torispheres have been made at UMIST
and the University of Liverpool. Most of the models
were machined from 0.15 m diameter solid billets of an
aluminium alloy and had a wall thickness of I mm (DIt
was about 540). Some mild steel models were also made
and some models had j mm wall thickness. Unfor-
tunately, it was not possible to achieve a reasonably
constant thickness in the hoop direction with the j mm
thick models.

The UMIST tests (29, 30) have been analysed by
Lagac and Bushnell (21) using the BOSOR 5 program.
The overall agreement was reasonably good, the ratio
p.,W,,dl.. varying from 0.82 to 1.05. The experimental/
theoretical ratios found in the Liverpool tests on alu-
minium alloy models (31, 32) were broadly similar (that
is 0.90-0.98), although higher values were found for
some mild steel models.

Even though the above agreement between experi-
ment and theory is quite good, it should be noted that

Torispherical shells in practice contain residual stresses
(due to the welding and/or forming operations) and
initial shape imperfections; also, if they are cold-spun
from austenitic: stainless steel, their stress-strain curves
will, due to strain-hardening, be considerably different
from those of the 'as-received' plate material. In conse-
quence, tests on fabricated torispheres are not very suit-
able when one is attempting to assess the adequacy of
any theoretical treatment of the buckling of perfect
torispheres.

A
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Fig 6 Curves of p., (F - flow theory, D - deformation theory) and p,. for internally pressurized
torispheres (R./D = 1.0, a,,, = 414 N/mm2)

the number of tests which have been conducted to date
on near-perfect models is quite small. In the main, only
aluminium alloy models having D/t ts540 and R,/D=
1.0 have been investigated, with 3,, ~10 N/mm2.

Table I for R.ID = 1.0 and Table 2 for RI.JD = 0.8. Both
the deformation and the flow theories of plasticity wene
used in the calculations (as noted before the flow theory
option in BOSOR 5 uses the deformation theory shear
modulus in the bifurcation buckling calculations). The
plastic buckling results for R.JD - 1.0 are also shown
graphically in Figs 5 and 6 for a,, = 207 and 414
N/mm' respectively (on these figures, D =deformation
theory and F = flow theory).

From the tables and figures it may be seen that:

6 NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR PERFECT
TORISPIIERES

The BOSOR 5 finite-deflection computer program was
employed to obtain the numerical results in this section.
It would be useful to have an independent check of
some of these results using one of the finite element
programs which are available. However, the only cross-
checks known to the authors are those carried out by
Wunderlich (39).

1. The internal buckling pressures predicted by defor-
mation theory are less than, or equal to, those pre
dicted by flow theory (this is the usual situation with
the two plasticity theories).

2. For some values of the geometric parameters and
a,,,, buckling is predicted by the deformation theory
whereas flow theory does not predict any buckling.

3. The values of p,,cr/,, predicted by the deformation
theory are not, over the range of yield points studied,

6.1 Unsymmetirc plastic buckling

Numerical values of the internal buckling pressures,
p~,,/ar,p, for perfect steel torispherical shells are given in
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0-009

0-007

.~0-005

Fi.00

Table I Values of p~apx 10' for steel internally pressurized
torispheres having R.ID = 1.0r.

gy 414 N/mm2
z

r. -310 N/mm2

:207 N/mm
2

Y. ý-rlD-0-2

'II

0 200 5W0 1000 1500
D/t

The variation of pj,)a, with (r,, for two values of r/D
(R.ID =1.0)

very sensitive to the value of ar,p chosen in the calcu-
lations. With the flow theory predictions, the values
of pjuG,,, vary slightly with or... with the highera,
values giving the lower values of pda/,,.

-
gy

i/nMm2  Deformation theory Flow theory

DIt 207 310 414 207 310 414

rID - 0.06

1500 0.30 0.29(109) 0.28 0.33 0.32(98) 0.29
1200 0.43 0.40(97) 0.38 0.47 0.44(85) 0.43
1000 0.53 0.53(86) 0.52 0.57 0.58(73) 058
8W0 0.73 0.7](60) 0.70 0.83 0.80(60) 0.78
600 1.07 1.09(59) 1.10 1.23 1.16(49) 1.23
So0 1.40 1.42(49) 1.47 1.73 1.60(43) 1.57
400 1.93 2.00(44) 2.00 2.53 Z.31(34) 2.23
300 3.10 3.1 (34) 3.27 NB 4.18(25) 3.87

P/D-0.I0

15300 042 0.41176) 0.40 0.45 0.40(75) 0.40
1200 0.5 0.52(69) 0.53 0.62 &.58(65) 0.53
1000 0.73 0.71(61) 0.68 0.83 0.78(61) 0.72
800 1.00 0.98356) 0.95 1.20 1.04(52) 1.03
600 1.53 1.47(46) 1.47 1.87 1.87(33) 1.82
500 2.00 1.96(41) 1.95 2.93 2.44M2) 2.35
400 2.80 2.76(34) 2.75 NR 3-96(21) 3.63
300 4.37 4.36(27) 4.37 NEI NB NB

r1D =0.15

1500 0.60 0.60(60) 0.58 0.63 0.60(69) 0.62
1200 0.83 0.8049) 0.80 a.93 0.8(4) 0.80
1000 1.07 1.02(42) 1.00 1.25 1.07(39) 1.00
800 1.47 1.42(37) 1.37 1.70 1.56(37) 1.43
600 2.27 2.13(33) 2.08 NS 2.80(21) 2.27
500 2.87 2.76(219) 2.67 NB INB 3.53
400 3.93 3.78(2S) 3.73 ND ND NB
300 6.20 6.04(20) 6.00 NB NEI WEI

rID 0.20

1500 &82 0.87(57) OM8 &.83 0.8360) 0.3
1200 1.15 1.11(43) 1.17 1.23 1.11(40) 1.17
1000 1.47 1.42(33) 1.43 1.73 1.47(30) 1.43
800 2.07 1.9627) 1.93 NB I2.2(2) 2.03
600 3.10 3j"423) 3.05 NB NB 3.52
500 4.00 3.96(21) 3.90 ND NB ND
400 5.93 5.71(18) 5.60 NB Ns NB
300 NB NB ND INS NB ND

6.2 Axisyawrnstic yielding mode
Two values of the axisymnietric yielding pressure were
calculated for all the torispheres investigated. These
were designated p,1 and p,, (see Fig. 4) and the values
obtained from BOSOR 5 are given in Tables 3 and 4.
From these tables it may be noted that &,2 > p., (as it
should) and both p /vu and p..,, are slightly depen-
dent on the value ;or~ . As an example, Fig. 7 shows
how &,avaries wtL' D/t and a,, for shells having
RID - ITr1D = 0.10 and 0.20. As may be seen, the
lowest values of p,I/ap, occur with the lowest value of

Thvie theoretical internal pressure-crown deflection
curve for a torisphere having R.JD - 1.0, r/D - 0.06,
D/t=-300 and a,,. -207 N/mm2' is shown inFig. 3and
the pressure p.. is marked on the curve. It may be
observed that p, is well below the failure pressure. Also,
at this pressure level, it can be shown that only one
plastic zone has propagated through the shell thickness NOW

I. Number. in pamtbem arc the pmsiete number of drcinhrodid ava at
buckling. They am thown aidy fm a., - 310 KfwO.

2. NS -nso ba&i~nSg found.63 Axisynunetrlc yieding (p,~) or asymmetric plastic
buickling (p.)

The0 p,2 curves have been plotted with the plastic buck-
ling curves in Figs 5 and 6. The intersection of the p.2
curve with the p,1 curves indicates the approximate
transition between the axisymmnetric yielding mode and
the plastic buckling mode. As is evident, the DIt values
at which the transition in failure mode occurs depends
On a',, and the geometry of the torispherical shell. The
transitional values of Dlt also depend on whether the
flow or deformation theory values of p., are employed
in the analysis. In what follows, the deformation theory
values Of p,, will be chosen, as they are always lower
than the flow theory values. As may be seen from Figs 5
and 6, this will mean that the failure mode is not always
Predicted correctly (the flow theory values of &,, could,
of course, be* used if this should prove desirable).

or axisymnmetric yielding (pJ) The mode which occurs
will be the one which has the lower failure pressure;
that is, this will be the controlling one. From the values
given in Tables I to 4, it is possible to construct the
controlling failure pressure curves for the various values
of r1D. Figures 8 and 9 show these normalized curves
for R./D = 1.0 and v,, = 207 and 414 N/mm2 (for the

pcurves, the averages of the deformation theory values
given in Table I were used) The approximate location
of the transition in the failure mode is shown by vertical
arrows on the curves; the arrow pointing downwards
refers to the a", - 414 N/mm2 curve while the upwards-
pointing arrow refers to the a,1 = 207 N/mm2' curve. To
the right of any arrow plastic buckling is the failure
mode which will occur,, whraaaiymtric yielding
occurs to the left of it. As may be seen, an increase in
a,, moves the transitional DIt to the left. This is, of.
course, what one would expect.

From these curves. for R./D = 1.0, it may be observed
that the effect of a,,, is not very pronounced and also

64 7Ue conatrolling failur pressure curves
As has been discussed, a torispherical shell subjected to
internal piressure can fail by asymmetric buckling (p,,,

0 IM06E 1905 C I~edE 1955Ptoc fnaun Mobi Elap Vol 199- No C3



232 G D GALLETLY AND J BLAClIUT ITable 2 Values of jpja" X 103 for Steel internally pressurized
torispheris having R.1D = 0.8

L L

IlL)

/rnim Deformation theory Flow theory

207 2 10 414 207 310 414

r1D 0.05

1500 0.35 0.34(129) 0.33 0.38 0-37(90) 0.38
1300 0.43 0.42(125) 0.42 0.45 0.47(87) 0.45
1000 0.60 0.62(99) 0.62 0.63 0.62(75) 0.65
800 0.80 0.87(81) 0.85 0.93 0.89(66) 0.93
600) 1.27 1-29(65) 1.30 1.60 1.42(51) 1.42

50 1.73 1.76(54) 1.88 2.20 2.04(45) 2.00
400 2.40 2.40(46) 2.49 No NB NR
300 3.93 3.91(37) 3.98 NB ND NB

rjD -0.10

150 0.53 0.51(101) 0.51 0.53 0.51(84) 0.51
1300 0.63 0.60(77) 0.61 0.66 0.62(64) 0.63
1000 0.93 0.88(62) 0.90 t.20 1.02(53) 1.13

8&0 1.26 124A51) 1.26 1.80 1.60(38) 1.50
600 ZO00 1.91(46) 1.90 NB NB NB
500 2.60 2.5%39) 2.55 NB NB ND
400 3.67 3.69(33) 3.63. ND NB NB
300 6.00 5.91(26) 5.87 ND ND NB

i/b = 0.1

11500 -0.80 0.80(72) 0.80 0.93 &.85(72) 0.23
1300 0.96 0.93(67) 0.96 1.00 0.97(50) 0.96
1000 1.30 1.33(42) 1.30 1.46 1.33(41) 1.30
300 1.80 1,17(36) 1.73 1.93 1.91(33) 1.87
600 2.67 2-62(30) 2.57 ND ND NB
500 3.46 3.38(27) 3.38 NB ND NB
400 5.00 4.89(23) 4.77 ND ND NB
300 NB ND NB ND NB ND

r1D =0.20

1500 1.15 1.17(56) 1.16 1.06 1.02(55) 1.06
1300 1.40 1.37(45) 1.43 1.50 1.37(44) 1.43
1000 2.00 1591(31) 1.91 2.20 1.95(30) 1.91
800 2.53 2.56(26) 2.50 ND 2.8424) 2.63
600 3.93 3.83(23) 3.86 ND ND ND
Soo 4.93 4A8920) 4.83 ND ND ND
400 ND NB NB ND ND NB
300 NB ND ND ND ND NB
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Fig. 8 The controlling failure pressure curves for torispheri-
cal shells under internal pressure (R./D - 1.0,
rID = 0.06 and 0.10)
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A

0
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0

0

Oh
0.

0, - 207 N/mmn2
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Drucker and Shield
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rNem
1. Numbers is parentheaes are the predicted number of circumklrendal waves at

buckling They are abown o*l fer or, - 310 N/nsm'.
2. NB - no buckling fond.

that plastic buckling occurs for D/t > 400 and most
values of rID when a,., = 414 N/mm.2. Whereas, for
al = 207 N/mm2 , axisymmetric yielding occurs for

3t< 800 when r/D = 0.06 and for Dlt < 500 when
rID = 0.20. For Dlt > 800. plastic buckling is the con-
trolling failure mode for both values of ar, and all four
values of r/D.

The situation with respect to the normalized control-
ling failure pressure curves for R.JD = 0.8 is broadly
similar to that for R,/D = 1.0.

5

Z4

3

2

a,, -2W N/mm 2

-O -,414 N/mm 2

-*---Duker and Shield

4

7 A COMPARISON OF THE DRUCKER-SHIELD
LIMIT PRESSURES WITH THE CONTROLLING

FAILURE PRESSURES

The Drucker-Shield limit pressures (pD.) for torispheri-
cal shells were published more than twenty years ago (7)
and were obtained using small-deflection shell theory
and limit analysis techniques. However, in the last

- 200 400 600 800 1000 1200 140D 1600

Fig. 9 The controlling failure pressure conies for torispheri-
cal shells under internal pressure (R./D - 1.0,
rID - 0. 15 and 0.20)
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Table 3 Axisymmetric yielding (RID = 1.0). Values of p~,/a7 , ( x 10') and
p.a,1" ( X 103) for steel internally pressurized torispherical shells

a,, - 207 N/mm' a,, = 310 N/mm2  a,, = 414 N/mm'

r1D = 0.06

900 0.57 0.60 0.58 0.71 0.67 0.98
700 0.73 0.80 0.80 0.93 0.85 3.08
500 1.13 1.23 1.18 1.4 1.30 1.65
300 2.07 2.33 2.22 2.58 2.35 2.82

rID -0.10

900 0.80 0.95 0.90 3.10 1.05 1.34
700 1.13 1.23 1.20 1.42 1.33 1.68
500 1.67 1.80 1.80 2.07 1.87 2.35
300 2.93 3.27 2.89 3.51 3.33 4.10

990 1.20 1.53 1.38 1.78 1.63 2.00
700 1.53 1.93 1.82 2.33 2.00 7-57
500 2.40 2.73 2.76 3.20 3.00 3.43
300 4.07 4.73 4.40 5.29 4.87 5.93

r/D - 0.20

900 1.90 2.17 2.02 2.33 2.23 2.40
700 2.33 2.77 2.71 3.02 2.87 3.03
500 3.47 3.93 3.78 4.22 4.07 4.50
300 5.50 6.80 5.75 7.30 6.10 7.60

Table 4 Axisymmelric yielding (RJD -0.8). Values of p~
1

/u, (X 103)
and &)vu,, (x 10') for steel internally pressurized toriapherical
shells

a,-20Y7 N/imm' a,, - 310 N/rmm2  a,, -414 N/mm'

DIr p..,/,, p.ja,, p.)i,,, p p.,/a, p.,Ie,,

r/D - 0.05
900 0.62 0.70 0.80 0.72 0.73 1.07
700 0.73 0.93 0.9 1.18 0.98 1.32
500 1.17 1.40 1.29 1.58 1.37 1.75
300 2-07 2.73 2.40 3.07 2.63 3.27

rID - 0.10

1000 0.83 0.97 0.93 1.11 1.05 1.30
go0 1.20 3.33 1.24 1.47 1.38 1.72
600 1.60 1.83 1.69 2.04 1.87 2.33
400 2.66 2.90 2.86 3.24 3.00 3.77
200 5.73 6.66 5.91 7.38 6.73 8.07

r/D -0.15

1000 1.46 1.70 1.58 1.84 1.76 2.08
800 1.86 2.00 2.00 2.31 2.23 2.60
600 2.47 2.73 2-66 3.20 2.96 3.50
400 3.87 4.27 3.91 4.71 4.46 5.20
200 8.00 9.07 8.44 9.68 9.40 10.6

rID - 0.20

600 3.47 4.07 3.69 4.20 4.10 4.40
500 4.13 4.80 4.51 5.0 4.95 5.30
400 5.47 6.13 5.60 6.33 6.33 6.67
300 7.33 a.0 7.56 8.18 8.13 5.53

0 lMWhE I"S C I~ecE 1915Proc Insto Mccb Earsm Vol 199 No C3
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Tabk S A comparison of p,,a,,, p1 /u,, and p,,Ju,, (x 10P) for internally pressurized steel torispheri-

cal shells over the range 300 < D~t < 600

Rt/D - 1.0

2.330 1.70 1.23 0.97
0.06 2.58 3.12 1.87 1.84 1.98 1.25 1.40 1.43 0.82 1.11 1.09 0.60

2.82 2.17 1.5 M.3

3.27 2-37 1.80 1 .43
0.10 3.51 4.37 2-57 2.62 2.77 1.74 2.07 1-97 1.25 1.71 1.49 0.93

4.10 2.90 2.35 1.97

4.73 3.57 2.73 2.27
0.1 5.29 6.0 3.46 3.91 3.81 2.41 3.20 2.77 1.79 2.71 2.16 1.38

5.93 4A3 3.43 2.83

6.S0 5.00 3.93 3.20
0.20 7.30 KBl 4.29 5.29 5.75 3.07 4.22 3.95 2.32 3.42 3.06 1.83

7.60 5.55 4-50 3.60

RJD - 0.8

2.73 1.93 1.40 1.10
0.05 3.07 3.93 2.27 2,09 2.43 1.A 1.58 1.78 1.03 1.29 1.29 0.75

3.27 2-47 1.85 1.5

4.30 2.90 2.2 1.33
0.10 4.80 5.93 3.37 3.24 3.66 2.32 2.5 2.58 1.71 2.04 1.91 1-31

5.20 3.77 2.8 2.33

5.9 4.27 3.3 2.73
0.1 6.7 NBl 4.47 471 4.87 3.16 3.8 3.41 2_38 3.2 2.62 1.88

7.5 5.20 .4.2 3-5

8.10 6.13 4.8 4.07
0.20 L.18 ND 5.51 6.33 NB 3.99 5.0 4.38 3.05 4.2 3.89 2.44

8.53 &.67 5.3 4.4

*Three valous ate a2bown for p,~lo,, correspoodiog to o_, 207,310 and 414 Nlono'. N - no bucklngbootd

decade, several authors have used large-deflection shell
theories to analyse torisphenical shells. Due to the
changes in shape which occur under pressure. the
torispheres are stronger than predicted by linear theo-
ries. Several authors [for example (31)] have noted that
some of the Drucker-Shield limit pressures are lower
than the corresponding axisymmetric yielding pressures
obtained from finite-deflection shell theories.

Since several national pressure vessel Codes (for
example the American, the British, the French) incorpo-
rate the Drucker-Shield limit pressures in their regula-
tions ror torispherical shells, it is of considerable interest
to know how conservative the limit pressures are. In
consequencc, they were determined over the range
300 < DIt < 600, using equation (25) of (7) with n = 1.
The pm values thus found are approximately 4.(p9 + p`),
where VP and pL, are the upper and lower bounds to the
limit pressures. The values of pos/Oap do not depend on

ffrlhe values of pb are given in Table 5 (Drucker and
Shield actually limited their analysis to DIt = 500). In
addition, three values of the finite-deflection axisym-
metric yielding pressure (p~,/, 16,) are given for each
torisphere. The upper value is for or.,, = 207 N/mm2, the
middle one for orPS 310 N/mm1 and the lower one for
414 N/mm2 . The values of &,r in Table 5 are the aver-
ages of the deformation theory values in Tables I and 2
and they are denoted by pc'.
Proc hutse Mech Emps Vol M9 No 03

Comparing the various quantities in Table 5, it may
be seen that:
1. All the Drucker-Shield limit pressures (p~j are lower

than their corresponding po values.
2- All the p~s values are lower than their corresponding

plastic bucklinq) pressures found from deformation
theory, that is pc,-

3. From I and 2 the lowest predicted failure pressures
for all the shells in Table 5 art the p~s values.
However, this predicted failure mode cannot always
be correct, as the controlling failure mode is plastic
buckling for several of the shells in Table 5 when
ffYP = 414 N/mm1 . Some experimental results on
shells which failed by buckling and had DIt ratios in
the range 350 < D/t < 500 (40) tend to support this
observation.

The Drucker-Shield limit pressures have also been
plotted on Figs 8 and 9 and it is again clear that the PD8
values are always lower than the controlling failure
pressures. The ratios between the two vary with v,P and
the geometric parameters and some values are listed in
Table 6. As the values given for DIt - 500 vary between
1.2 and 1.8, this means that the shell thicknesses calcu-
lated from the limit pressures (on which the relevant
section in BS 5500 is based in part) will be greater than
those found from the buckling rules (41). Hence, a mis-
match in the required thicknesses will occur unless steps

o IMeebE 198S5
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Table 6 Ratios of the controlling failure pressures (p,_,,) to almost independent of a,, and this makes the functional
the Drucker-Shield limit pressures (pr,,) relationship between them and the geometric par-

________________________________________ ameters a little simpler. The p,, values are always lower
DIt - 300 DIt = 00than the p" values, so this approach will be on the

P.-./.5 P..Wp.conservative side.
a = - - With regard to the axisyxnmetric yielding mode, the

j9 /r- 4314 Nfintn 207' N/mm- 04314 N/mi' PC values depend on a',1 to some extent. What was
207 N/mm'done, therefore, was to determine an approximate equla-

TID R./D 0.8 tion for p,, from the lowest values obtained, that is for

0.05 1.36 1.72 1.21 1.44 U,, = 207 N/mm2 . The effect of cr., was considered
0.10 1.29 1.49 1.23 1.54 later.
0.15 1.37 1.457 1.47 1.68 From previous work, it was known that DIt and r/D
0.2D____1.57 ___1.57____1.47___ 1.55__ were important ge. ometric parameters and that R./D

R =D 1.0 also had a noticeable effect on the failure pressures.

0.06 1.50 1.74 1.25 1.1 However, the functional forms of the desired equations
0.30 1.44 1.58 1.27 1L60 were not known and some were, therefore, assumed.
0.15 1.53 1.55 1.37 1.71 The equations which follow may not be the best ones
0.20 1.70 1.70 1.39 1.77 that could be found. However, they are reasonably

satisfactory approximations to the computer results,
are taken to prevent it. This explains the anomaly men-
tioned in the Introduction.

The ratios in Table 6 ame also very relevant toa
number of national pressure vessel Codes, as their rules

based on the Drucker-Shield limit pressures. As may be
seen from Table 6, considerable economies could be
obtained by modifying the relevant sections of the
Codes in line with the finite-deflection results given
herein.

It should be noted that, even though the present
investigation has been limited to steel shells, some of the
results will carry over to other metallic shells. For
instance, the plastic buckling &, values of alluminium
shells are not very different from those of steel shells (f)
despite the threefold difference in E values. Again. the
axisymmetric yielding pressures of aluminium shells are
somewhat higher than those of comparable steel shells
(9). Tlhus, the above conclusion on more economic
designs of tonaspheres will not be limited to steel shells
only. With materials having low E values, the possibility
of elastic buckling should also be checked (13).

3 SIMPLE APPROXIMATE EQUATIONS FOR
PREDICI?4(pANDp,, FOR PERFEc~r

TOS CAL SHEULS

It is very helpful to designers of fabricated torispherical
shells to have simple approximate equations available
for predicting both the plastic buckling pressures and
the axiymmetric yielding pressures of internally pressu-
rized torispheres. Some equations in thi category, for
Perfect torispheres and for the range 500 < DIt < 1500,
were given by Galletly and Radhamohan in (8, 9) (for
pp.and &,.ý
The Present calculations have extended the previous
results in several respects, particularly to lower values of
D/t. One could perhaps have improved the simple equa-
tions in (8, 9) using this information. However, the
modified flow theory in BOSOR 5 does not predict any
buckling for certain values of r1D, DIt and ar, (see Figs
5 and 6) and various limits would have to be placed on
the equation for pr,.

A simpler way of proceeding is to utilize the internal
buckling pressures calculated using deformation theory,
that is pt', As noted earlier, the quantities P./01,, are
a lmechE 1983

and the errors involved in using them, over the ranges
studied, are as indicated.

For the internal buckling pressures, the following
equation was found:

P." 120(r/D) 01"

"VP, (D/t)l .4(R ID)1-18

and, for the axisymmetric yielding pressures,

PC2 10(/D)085 _(I + 0.00164-0 9)
a',, (D/t)I.10(R,/D)0.93 YP

(1)

(2)

The errors in equation (1) over the range 300 <
D/t <l1500am +12 and -16 per cent and in equation
(2) am ± 16 per cent.

An equation for p,' which gives errors within ± 10
per cent is

,o"(Dli)I.42NR.JD;'." +ooi~ (3)

and an equation for p., which agrees with the computer
results for a., = 207 N/mm2 and vp, - 414 N/mm 2 to
within ±S8per cent is

P - Mt r/D )'1" { + 0.1 ( L) - . 1aGyp (DI t)' 0s(R.JD)0-57 3

X (I +0.001i4,11) (4)

Comparing equations (1) and (3). it may be seen that
the former is not just a simplified version of the latter.
This is also the case with equations (2) and (4). The
minimization routine used to derive the exponents in
the equations has, presumably, arrived at different local
minima for the various case (one can also vary the
magnitudes of the exponents and constants slightly and
obtain equations which give errors that are not much
larger than those quoted above)

It would have been preferable to arrive at simpler
equations than those given above and which perhaps
incorporated other groupings of the geometrical par-
ameters. This has not been accomplished so far. For the
internal buckling pressures for a constant R,/D, it has,
however, been observed that the quantities pD/6yp
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Tabe -7 Controlling failure pressures (p.,Jcr,, or p:~/tr,) x 10-' for RJ1D =0.8 and 1.0. A comparison of BOSOR 5 predic-
tions with those of equations (3) and (4)

R,/D = 0.8

2.73(Y) 2.40MY 4.30Y) 3.91(Y) 5.90(Y) 5.65(Y) 8.00(y) 7.6(Y
30 3.27(Y) 3.13(Y) 5.2(Y 5.10(Y) 7.50(Y) 7.37(Y) 199(Y) 10.01(y)

1.93(Y) 1.76(Y) 2.90Y) 2.97(Y) 4.27(Y) 4.15(Y) 6.13(Y) 5-63(Y)
40 2.45(8/Y) 2.31(D/Y) 3.66(B) 3.57(B) 4.87(B) 5.06(B) 6.67(Y) 6,78M1)

1.40(Y) 1.38MY 2.2(Y Z26(Y) 3.30(Y) 3.26(Y) 4.8%(Y) 4.43(Y)
50 1.75(B/Y) 1.70(0) 2.58(B) 1.60(B) 3.41(B) 3.69(B) 4.89(B) 4."4B)

1.10(y) 1.14(Y) 1.83(Y) 1.85(Y) 2.62(B) 2.68(Y) 3."9B) 3.64(Y)
600 1.29(B) 1.31(0) 1.91(1) 1.01(B) 2.62(B) 2 84(B) 3^893) 3.81(9)

0.80(y) 0.83(Y) 1.25(B) 1.33(B/Y) 1.77(B) 1.8"() 1353(B) 2-53(B)
8W 0.84() 0.87(D) 1.25(B) 1.33(B) 1.77(B) 1.89(B) 2.53(B) 2.S3(8)

O.60(B/Y) 0-63(B) 0.90(B) 0.97(B) 1.31(B) 1.38(B) 1.94(B) 1.84()
1000 0-63(B) 0.63(8) 0.90(B) 0.97(9) 1.31(B) 1.38(9) 1.94(B) 1.84(3)
1300 0.42(B) 0.44(B) 0.61(B) 0.67(B) 0.95(B) 0.95(B) 1.40(B) 1.2mm)
1500 0.34B) 0.30() 0-52(B) 0.55(B) 0.8%BD) 0.80(8) 1.16(B) 1.04()

RJ/D - 1.0

2-33(Y) 2.2(Y 3.27(Y) 3-22(Y) 4.73(Y) 4.66(Y) 680(Y) &32(Y)
300 2.82(Y) 2.89(Y) 4.10(Y) 4.14(B) 5.93(Y) 3.97(B) 7.60(Y) 7.86()

1.70(Y 1.63(Y) 2.37(Y) 2.36MY 3.57(Y) 3.41(Y) 5.00MY 4.64(Y)
400 1 .98(B) 1.97(D) 2.77(B) 2.75(8) 3.81(3) 3.90(B) 5.55MY 5.22(B)

1.23(Y) 1.28(Y 1.8"(Y 1.86(Y) 273(Y) 2.68MY 3.93(Y) 3.65(Y)
500 1.43(B) 1.43(B) 1.97(3) 2.00(B) 2.77(B) 2.84B) 3.95(B) 3.80(1)

0.97(Y) 1.05(Y 1.43(Y) 1.53(B/Y) 1.16(B) 2.19(B/Y) 3.06(B) 2.93(B)
600 1.09(B) 1.11(b) 1-49(3) 1.54B) 2.16(3) 2.19(B/Y) 3.06(B) 2-93(B)

0.8(Y Will(Dy) 1.18(s) 1124(3) 1.72(B) 1.76(B) 240(B) LW6()
700 0.7(B) 0.89() 1.18(B) 1.24(13) 1.724B) 1.76(B) 140(B) 23RD1)

0.60B/Y) 0.62(B) 0.83(s) 0.87(B) 1.20() 1.23(B) 1.67(B) 1.65(B)
900 0.60() 0.62(B) 0.82(1) 0.87(B) 1.20 (1) 1.23(1) 1.67(B) 1.65(B)

1200 0.40(0) 0.41(8) 0-54(B) 038a(1) 0.81(B) 0.82(B) 1.14(B) 1.10(B)
1500 0129%8) 0.30() 0.41(B) 0.42(B) 0.59() 0.60(B) 018011) 0.80()

Now
I- Y - auisykatriet yielding cofll"s

3 - unsymanateklcpludtc backlings
2. Ica ech eheumw iwoenbi thtfrewzu inry ar ,-207 N/inmand the secondisfor alp 414N/mmn.
3. The 90901 5 buckling pressure (marked 3) ame the avrage 0. values in Table 5.

r

(D/t)311 are approximately constant for each value of
PID. This result is, of course, consistent with equation
(M)

9 A COMPARISON OF THE PREDICrIONS OF
EQUATIONS (3) AND (4) WITH THE

COMPUTER RESULTS

Equations (3) and (4) were employed to determine the
controlling failure pressures for all the perfect tori-
spheres considered in this paper. The predictions of the
equations were then compared with the computer
results for p,, and p'. The results of this exercise are
given in Table 7 for ta,, = 2107 and 414 N/mm2 . For
each value of r/D, two columns are given. The first
columns are the BOSOR 5 computer results and give
the lower of pand p,' (the latter being the average of
the corresponding value in Tables I and 2). The second
columns come from equations (3) and (4) and, in each
case, the lower value is recorded. The letter B after an
entry signifies that the buckling mode is predicted to

Proc ensin Medi Enges Vol I99 No C3

control and the letter Y means that axisymmettnc yield-
ing controls.

For R,/D = 1.0, the computer results and the approx-
imate predictions or the controlling failure pressures are
compared graphically in Figs 10 and 11. From these
figures and Table 7, it may be seen that the overall
agreement between the predictions of equations (3) and
(4) and the computer results is fairly satisfactory and the
errors are smaller with the higher value of ey . The
prediction of the controlling failure mode may als be
seen to be usually correct (it will be recalled that the
computer results from deformation theory are being
employed in this discussion).

10 CONCLUSIONS

1. Using the BOSOR 5 computer program, values of
the internal buckling pressures (p,~) and the axisym-
metric yielding pressures (p,) have been obtained for
perfect steel torispheres over the range 300 <
DIt < t1500.
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between the two varied between 1.2 to 1.8. These
results indicate that considerable economies could be
achieved in the design of many torispherical shells if
the various national Codes took advantage of the
foregoing.

3. Using curve-fitting methods, simple approximate
equations for p D, and ji, were determined over the
range 300 < D/t < 1500. These equations give ade-
quate predictions of the failure pressures and modes
for perfect internally pressurized torispherical shells.
They should be a useful guide to similar equations
for fabricated torispheres.

-4
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Q6

-BOSOR 5

Equations 13) and (4)
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